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AUTHOR's NO'rE 
The existing literature in the area of programmed 
instruction generally has used the double "m" spellj_ng of 
the term "programmed". The literature that has evolved 
in the area of programed tutoring has generally adopted 
the single "m" spelling of the term "programed". These 
conventions of the literature have been followed in this 
dissertation; thus, what may appear to be an inconsistency 
j_n spelling is, in fact, a consistency with the conventions 
of the literature. 
Keith E. Hartwig 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
On September 23, 1969, James E. Allen Jr. , former 
United States Commissioner of Education, speaking before 
the 1969 Annual Convention of the National Association of 
State Boards of Education in Los Angeles stated: 
We should immediately set for ourselves the goal 
of assuring that by the end of the 1970's the 
right to read shall be a reality for all--that 
no one should be leaving our schools without the 
skill and the desire necessary to read to the 
full limits of his capability (Report on Educa-
tion Research, 1969, p. 3). 
If this "right to read" goal is to be acili.evecl, it .is ·the 
responsibility of today' s educators to ':eek out and develop 
viable reading programs for the youth of this country. 
Development in this context does not mean the 
attractive packaging and commercial promotion of any par-
ticular program or method. Rather, it means the careful 
construction of a program that is based upon sound educa-
tional principles and is logically congruent from the 
purpose through the activities. This logical congruence 
must be verified empirically, and only after empirical 
congruence has been established is the program ready for 
use. Even then, use ·is limited to individuals or groups 
comparable to those with which the program was verified. 
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If one subscr.ibes to the notion of differential 
learning styles for different children, it seems obvious 
that a number of programs and/or techniques must be 
developed to achieve the "right to read" goal. As this 
development proceeds, it should be guided by the following 
principle: "Evaluation is best looked at as a form of 
educational intelligence for the guidance of curriculum 
construction and pedagogy (Bruner, 1966, p. 163)." 
The last few years have brought an influx of 
categoricaJ. federal aid to education. During the 1969-70 
school year California was allocated $96,870,756 under 
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
(California State Depa.rtment of Educatim: ,. :c9TL). One of 
the mandated components for projects fun•'ed und.er: the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act was language devel-
opment, including reading. The increase in federal funding 
has led to numerous attempts to improve reading achieve-
mont, particularly for children from the disadvantaged 
areas. However, Ruth Holloway, director of the Right to 
Read Program in the U. S. Office of Education, in a recent 
interview indicated that there were some seven million 
elementary and secondary school children who were reading 
at least two grades below their abilities (Right to Read, 
1971). 
Statement of the Problem 
------·-----------------
Substantial numbers of children from low-income 
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areas do not. learn to read sufficiently well to enjoy 
success in school, There is no published empirical evi-
dence regarding the use of programed tutoring in reading 
at the second grade level. The impact of programed tutor-
ing on the reading achievement of second grade children 
must be demonstrated and not inferred from research at the 
I1.rst grade level. This is true, not only in terms of 
criterion referenced instruments related to the tutoring 
3 
materials, but in terms of normative referenced instruments 
designed to sample reading skills, Does programed tutoring 
increase reading achievement, affect children differentially 
with varying perceptual reasoning abilities, and relate to 
pupil attendance and mobility? 
~~E£~~~-2f_~g~-§~~QY-
Programed tutoring, a technique developed and 
field tested by the Psychology Department of Indiana 
University under the leadership of Dr. Douglas G. Ellson, 
has shown promise as an effective supplement to the teach-
ing of reading for first grade children from low-income 
areas (Ellson, Harris, & Barber, 1968). On the basis of 
this research, other research by Ellson and his associates 
(1968, 1969), and research conducted by the Sacramento City 
Unified School District (1969, 1970), programed tutoring 
was extended into the second grade in the Sacramento City 
Unifjed School District during the 1970-·71 school year, 
Since the research cited was limited to first 
I 4 
grade children, this extension of the program into the 
--· I second grade represented an experimental effort. In 
keeping with the earlier comment from Bruner, this exper-
iment must be subjected to evaluation. 
The research conducted by Ellson and his associates 
(1968, 1969, 1970) has shown that programed tutoring was 
---+--------nrcmt effective wi·fu-Iower achlevlng children, but the re 
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search conducted by the Sacramento City Unified School 
Distrj_ct ( 1969, 1970) has shown that even amohg lower 
achieving children, all did not benefit equiJ.lly. Factors 
relevant to such differential benefits have not been pre-
viously inve,stigated, The nature of the programed tutoring 
technique, a series of small steps presE.'Ited in e_ fi.xed 
sequence,suggested to the investigator a low degree of 
compatibility with the learning style of the child w:Lth 
high perceptual reasoning ability, but a high degree of 
compatibility with the learning style of the child with 
low perceptual reasoning-ability. This dimension has not 
been previously investigated. 
Casual observations by personnel in schools that 
have been involved in programed tutoring acti vi t.ies have 
suggested relationships between the tutoring and pupil 
attendance and between the tutoring and pupil mobility. 
The existence of such relationships has not been pre-
viously investigated. If these relationships do exist, 
they may be indicators of changing attitudes toward school 
and education on the part of children and/or their parents. 
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This study has been conducted to.investigate the 
impact of programed tutoring on the reading achievement of 
lower achieving second grade children from low-income areas; 
to investigate the differential benefits relative to per-
ceptual reasoning ability; and to investigate the exist-
ence of relationships between programed tutoring and pupil 
attendance and between programed tutoring and pupil mobil-
ity. 
No skill in education is more fundamental than 
reading. It remains the chief means by whj_ch 
anyone can continue his education independently 
long after his school days have passed (Educa-
tional Policies Commission, 1960, p. 10). 
These words provided the basic rationale f'or t.hj_e study, 
as well as all studies concerned with thee teaching of 
reading. 
Techniques must be devised that will aid the 
lower achieving children in the elementary schools to 
develop their reading potential to the fullest. Chall 
states that, "No program can do all things for all child-
ren, and no program can be all things for all teachers 
( 1967, p. 310) . " 'I'his statement sugge,sts the need for 
the development of a variety of techniques and the inves-
tigation of the effectiveness of these techniques. 
The research conducted by Ellson and his associates 
(1965, 1968, 1969, 1970) and the Sacramento City Unified 
School District (1969, 1970) indicated that programed 
6 
tutoring may be an effective supplemental technique for 
l 
-j 
teaching reading to lower achieving first grade children. 
This research consistently showed significant differences 
favoring the tutored children on criterion referenced 
instruments, There were, however, inconsj_stencies in this 
''I regard with normative referenced instruments. These incon-
I 
--+---------;c;rrtencies coupiea.-wTtJ!T~Iack of research regarding the 
use of programed tutoring with second grade children served 
as the major justifications for this study. 
If programed tutoring can be shown to be an effec;- · 
tive supplement to the classroom teaching of reading, many 
children will be given opportunities for success that they 
may not ha.ve otherwi.se enjoyed. These b'Jnefits woulc) r.tot 
be limited to the children and their parcmts, but wou1rl 
be shared with society as wel1. Progranwd tutoring also 
has the potential of providing the school with previously 
untapped instructional resources. Parents, volunteers, 
and other pupils, as well as salaried paraprofessionals 
are ali potential candidates for service in the tutorj_ng 
role. Service by individuals from these groups would not 
only increase their contributions to society, but would 
serve to bring the schools and the community closer to-
gether. 
This study was further justified and was of educa-
tional importance in that programed tutoring can be 
replicated and transported to second grade children 
throughout the state and nation. If the efficacy of this 
l j 
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technique can be demonstrated, it will contribute to the 
achievement of the "right to read" goal expressed by Allen. 
Definition o.f ccerms 
The following definitions of terms were used 
throughout this study: 
--J~------------~====o===~~====~====~~-=~-----1 ;J:££t'i:£9Il!~2: ~~toE_:!:!];g. Programed tutoring is a form 
j 
···1 o.f individualized instruction given .fifteen minutes daily 
' 
; 
~ 
_J 
---j 
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as a supplement to the classroom teaching of·reading, It 
is designed to be carried out effectively by parapro.fes-
sionals of limited educational background. The tutor's 
teaching activities are tightly prescribed by (a) detailed 
instructions (programs) which they .fol:lv,,J to the lette1~, 
(b) teaching materials, and (c) success Rnd failures of 
the children they tutor (Ellson, 1970), For this study, 
the teaching materials accompanied the Harper & Row basic 
reader series ( 1968). 
:!:!ow~E .§:£.!!:;!;~2,.!];g £.Ei!2:E5l.:r2· Children who scored be-· 
low the school median on the Harper & Row Second Year 
Readiness Test at the beginning of the school year, 
:!:!2~.::2:.!2£.2IJ!~ §:!::§.~, Areas that qualified for a "tar-
get area" designation under the guidelines for Title I of 
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, 
.Q£2:.~~£3:9.3 £~!~£~!2£~3 £.§'.!:::3J.:3g .§:£.£1~.~~-~!!!§3~. Learning 
ref1eeted by the composite total raw· score on the Harper & 
Row first and secondreader achievement tests at the end of 
J 
j 
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the school year. 
reflected by the total raw score on the Cooperative Primary 
Reading Test, Form 23A, at the end of the school year, 
capac.ity reflected by a raw score of' 23 or higher on The 
Coloured Progressive Matrices, Sets A, Ab, and B. 
o&Y.!!!.E!!:Ei!!!. J2!!!.E£!!!.J2~~!!:l E!!!.z223!3g z£.HHY· Intellectual 
capacity reflected by a raw score that is less than 23, but 
greater than 16 on The Coloured Progressive Matrices, Sets 
A, Ab, and B. 
1:2~ P!!!.E£!!!.2:\:~.2! E£§~9.3!!2Ei !!:£!1HY. · IntellPctt..tal 
capacity reflected by a raw score of 16 or lower on The 
Coloured Progressive Matrices, Sets A, Ab, and B. 
~~J2i! §~:\:£33.23££ Ez!!!!.· The actual· number of days 
attended by a pupil between the first and last days of a 
program divided by the total number of school days between 
the first and last days of the program. 
~~l2..H !I!9.£iE~Y· A pupil is termed mobile if he 
transfers from and does not return to a particular school 
during the school year. 
B~~~2E£Q_~lJ22~Q~~~~ 
The question stated earlier in this chapter is now 
restated in the form of the research hypotheses tested in 
\ 
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this study. These hypotheses are restated in the null 
form in Chapter 4. 
H1 • Lower achieving second grade children from 
low-income areas will demonstrate significantly greater 
criterion referenced reading achievement after one year 
second grade children who have not been tutored in the· 
second grade, 
H2 , There will be a difference in criterion ref-
erenced reading achievement among lower achieving second 
grade children of varyi.nt': perceptual rea'oonins Rbili ties 
from low-income areas,with high perceptu~l reasoners 
demonstrating significantly greater· achiccvement ~"ha.n. 
average and low perceptual reasoners, and average per··-
ceptual reasoners demonstrating greater achievement than 
low perceptual reasoners. 
Hz. ·Lower achieving second grade children from 
_2 
low-income areas who possess different perceptual rea-
soning abilities will achieve differentially under the 
programed tutoring treatment: high perceptual reasoners 
who are not tutored will rank higher in criterion 
referenced reading achievement than high perceptual 
reasoners who are tutored, and low perceptual reasoners 
9 
who are not tutored will rank lower in criterion referenced 
reading achievement than low perceptual reasoners who are 
tutored. 
\ 
1 10 
H4.. Lower achieving second grade children from 
low-income areas will demonstrate significantly greater 
normative referenced reading achievement after one year 
of programed tutoring in the second grade than similar 
second grade children who have not been tutored in the 
1 second grade. ~----------------------------------------~----------------------
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There will be a difference in normative ref-
erenced reading achievement among lower achieving second 
grade children of varying perceptual reasoning abilities 
from low-income areas,with high perceptual reasoners 
demonstrating ,significantly greater achievement than 
average and low perceptual reasoners, an'l ave:ca.go per·-
ceptual reasoners demonstrating greater achievement than 
low perceptual reasoners. 
H6 • Lowerachieving second grade children from 
low-income areas who possess different perceptual rea-
soning abilities will achieve differentially under the 
programed tutoring treatment: high perceptual reasoners 
who are not tutored will rank higher in normative 
referenced reading achievement than high perceptual 
reasoners who are tutored, and low perceptual reasoners 
who are not tutored will rank lower in normative referenced 
reading achievement than low perceptual reasoners who are 
tutored. 
~:z· There will be a significant positive 
l 
' 
l 
--l 
' 
1 
biserial correlation between pupil attendance rates 
and treatment for lower achieving second grade children 
from low-income areas. 
H8 • There will be a significant positive tetra-
choric correlation between pupil mobility and treatment 
ll 
--+-- -----~f~o~r~lo_W_e:c_a_c_hi_e~ing_s_e_c_ond__g.rade-chi-1-cl_-l"-€m.-.f'-:t:'Gm-1-Gw-±-ne-eme-----
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areas. 
Limitations of the Study _______________________ !.!... 
This study was limited to lower achievi~g second 
grade children from low-income areas who were tutored 
in the second grade by salaried paraprofessional tutors. 
The findings of this study may be generalized onl;y to 
second grade populations in schools simi~Lar to thos~ in 
the low-income areas of the Sacramento Cit;y Unified School 
District. 
In this first chapter, the problem and purpose of 
the study have been stated, the rationale for the .study 
has been presented, terms have been defined, the research 
hypotheses have been formulated, and the limitations of 
the study have been indicated. Chapter 2 presents a re-
view of the li.terature related to this study. This re-
view includes research relevant to programmed instruction 
in reading for primary level children (grades l- 3), 
tutorial programs in reading for primary level children, 
\ 
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and programed tutoring as a supplement to reading instruc-
tion. 
Chapter 3 describes the procedures followed in 
conducting the study. This description includes selection 
of the sample, selection and administration of the fnstru-
ments, description of the instruments, the experimental 
j--------------t-r~e_a_t_m_e_n_t ___ ' __ t_h_e_. __ e_x_p_e_r_i_I_n_e_n_t_a_l __ d __ e_s_i_g_n __ , ___ a_n_d __ t_-h __ e__ s_t_a_t_l_·_s_t_i_c_a_l _________ __ 
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analyses. The resul t.s of the study are presented in 
Chapter L+. Each of the hypotheses is restated in the null 
form, and the results of the statistical tests are pre-
sented in both narrative and tabular forms. The final 
chapter, Chapter 5, is dtovoted to interpretation and dis-
cussion of the re.sul ts, conclusions, and recommendations 
for further .study. 
I 
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----1 Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATUR~ 
One need not look far i.nto the literature to f.ind 
---------'tha-t-thG-r~e-ha-:o-l:JssJJ-a-:ou-l:J:o-taD-t.icaJ_-amGu-IJ.-t-G.f-:Gs:osa-:GGR iD.------
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the area of reading instruct.ion. However, research dealing 
with programed tutoring as a supplement to reading ins true-·· 
tion is less conspicuous. This lack of research in the 
area of programed tutoring is likely the result of two 
factors: the technique of programed tutoring is relattvely 
new, and has drawn limited attention; and most o.f t!Jc? 
research in .the area of reading instruct i_c;n h:o.li been c·ou---
ce:cned with comparing one method or appr.Jach of reading 
instruction with another (Chall, 1967), and has not been 
concerned with supplemental techniques such as programed 
tutoring. 
This chapter presents a review of the research 
related to the use of programed tutoring as a supplement 
to reading instruction for lower achieving second grade 
pupils from low-income areas. The chapter is organized 
into three major sections: (a) programmed instruction, 
(b) tutorial programs, and (c) programed tutorin~. The 
first section considers the theoretical basis for pro-
grammed instruction and the impact of this method of 
instruction in the area of reading in the elementary 
13 
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14 
school. The second section deals with the underlying 
rationale for tutorial programs, and their impact on 
reading instruction in the elementary schooL The final 
section considers the existing research on the technique 
of programed tutoring. In this final secb.on, programed 
tutoring is traced from the developmental period, through 
the field test period, and into operational programs. 
Programmed instruction is one of a number of terms 
used synonymously for .instructional methods that are cap-
able of instructing effectively through presentation of an 
automated sequence of inE:tructional segmcn>j;;; v:ithout direct 
intervention by a te8cher. Sidney Pre,;sc;y is generalJy 
credited as being the first to give serious thought to the 
use of teaching devices .in the classroom ~Carr, 1962). 
Pressey's work in the- late 1920's and early 1930's 
dealt primarily with automatic testing devices, but he saw 
great potential for teaching-testing devices. His work did 
not gain popularity .in the educational world, and Pressey 
attributed this to two major factors: the educational world 
was not yet ready for any such innovation; and this early 
work was done during the Great Depression and funds were 
not available for innovation, particularly one that mikht 
create further unemployment among teachers when thousands 
of teachers were already unemployed (Pressey, 1964)" 
The real impetus for the movement in programmed 
l 
1 
l j 
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instruction came from the work of B. F. Skinner. 
Historically, the term "program" as applied to 
a sequence of instruction presented by a teaching 
machine, derives from the 1954 and 1958 papers 
of Skinner, whose influence has, directly or in-
directly, guided the mainstream of developments 
i.n programmed instruction during the later 1950's 
and early 1960's (Lumsdaine, 1964, p. 382), 
work was based upon a number of learning principles which 
15 
had been demonstrated in the laboratory, These principles 
have been summarized in non-technical terms by Carr (1962) 
as follow: (a) learning takes place most rapidly if the 
student is actively engaged with the subject matter, (b) 
learning is most effective if the student develops the 
skills and knowledge in a form which will rGarhly gener·al··· 
ize to the "real life" s:i.tuation for which they are in-
tended (constructed responses), (c) learning takes place 
most rapidly if immediate "knowledge of results" is given 
for each response, (d) learning takes place most rapidly 
if the subject matter is organized in a hierarchic form, 
(e) learning is enhanced if the learner receives frequent 
"knowledge of results" by keeping him working at the 
assigned task, and (f) since learning takes place in in-
dividuals, the learning situation should be designed so 
that each student may proceed at his own pace, 
These principles have been and continue to be a 
source of controversy. The research that has been con-
ducted relative to programmed instruction over the last 15 
years has dealt primarily with th~se principles, along with 
1 16 
~\ comparative studies relating programmed instruction to "conventional" methods of instruction. Before considering 
I 
j 
this research, it is interesting to note that there are 
several basic differences in the positions taken by Pressey 
and Skinner regarding programmed instruction, 
--+-------chfTerences in the positions taken by Pressey and Skinner 
relative to programmed instruction have been summarized by 
Fry (1960). The first ma,jor difference relates to the type 
of question used in the program; Skinner prefers the type 
of question that requires a constructed response, while 
Pressey prefers the multiple--choice type of item. Closely 
related to this matter is the amount of 2rror desirabls. 
Sl{inner prefers a minimaJ amount o.f erro.c:· .i.n stude,.,t .ee-
sponses, or better yet, no error at all., Pressey i.s mo:ec· 
tolerant, although he feels that the number of correct 
responses should greatly exceed the number of incorrect 
responses, 
In terms of usage o.f programmed instruction, 
Skinner supports the replacement of classroom instruction 
with programmed instruction, while Pressey sees programmed 
instruction in more of a supplemental role. Relative to 
the intelligence of the student, Skinner views the number 
and order of steps in the program as the critical .features. 
His approach to programmed instruction is linear in the 
sense that there is a fixed order for the steps in the pro-
gram although the size of the steps may vary as a function 
1 
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of the intelligence of the learner. Pressey places no 
stress on the size or order of the learning steps. This 
1 flexibility allowed by Pressey led to the development of 
J 
~ branched or scrambled programs that provide alternative 
I sequences as a function of the learner's response. Differences of opinion such as these have paved 
---+-------t~he way. for mucn of--Gne research relative to programmed 
l 
1 
instruction. The next section considers the research re~ 
lated to the theoretical basis of programmed instruction. 
g~~~~E£Q E~l~~~Q ~£ ~Q~ ~3Q~E!~!~g ~Q~£E~· In 1964, 
Schramm (1964) reviewed the research that had been reported 
between the time of Skinner's article of l95Li, "'f'he ScJ.cmce 
of Learning and the Art of Teaching," ar''' Hebru0ry of :l'c:"'cc~'l, 
His review located 190 reports of orig.indl resea.rch, ~-'rm 
large majority of these reports ( 165) de ell t with the prin--
ciples of learning that guided Skinner's approach to pro-
grammed i_nstruction. 
Schramm's review indicated that the matter of the 
sequencing of steps had not been settled. Similar con-
clusions were reached regarding the size of the steps in 
the programs and the amount of error desirable. He also 
reported that the great majority of studies found no 
signi_ficant di_fference between the amount 
from constructed and selected responses, 
of learning 
J Schramm reported 
that the majority of the studies supported the idea that 
immediate knowledge of results contributes to learning, but 
I 
i 
l 18 the evidence on self-pacing had not demonstrated the 
~J advantages expected. 
'l'he experiments reviewed had not been too success-
1 
! 
ful in identifying the incentive in programmed instruction 
that makes response-confirmation an act of reinforcement. 
In short, Schramm's review indicated that there were still j 
1 --~1!-------qrmlce=stlons regaralng trlel:earning principles underlying ~ programmed instruction. Probably the most significant 
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finding from his review was that students do learn from 
programmed instruction. 
They learn from linear programs, from branching 
programs built on the Skinnerian model, from 
scrambled books of the Crowder type, from Pressey 
review tests with imrwdiate knowledse of :cesul ts, 
from programs on machines or programs in texts 
(p 0 3) 0 
From the research available to Schramm, however, 
· he concluded that the question of how well students learn 
from programs as compared to other types of instruction 
could not be answered so confidently. This matter, as it 
relates to reading instruction, will be considered later 
in this chapter. 
The research subsequent to Schramm's review con-
tinued to pursue the same types of questions relative to 
the learning principles underlying programmed instruction. 
This is ev1dent from some of the more recent.research on 
programmed instruction. 
Rosenstock, Moore, and Smith (1965) studied four 
schedules of' knowledge of results with sixth grade pupils 
I 
i 
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ustng a constructed response, linear program on set theory, 
The pupils were randomly assigned to one of four knowledge 
of results conditions: 100% or answer provided for every 
frame; 20% fixed with answers provided for every fifth 
frame; 20% variable with answers provided for one-fifth of 
the frames, randomly sel ecte.d; and O% or no answers pro-
achieved on a posttest was not affected by the knowledge 
of results condition. The groups were tested for retention 
two weeks Jater, and there were still no differences among 
the four groups, 
Knowledge of results is considered to be a form of 
intrinsic reinforcement according to the princ.tple"; advo··· 
cated by Skinner (Carr, 1962). ~xtrinsio reinforcement is 
reinforcement that is not built into the :instructi.ona1 
materials, such as monetary rewards for performance. 
Sullivan, Baker, and Schutz (1967) investigated the effects 
of intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcement when both condi-
tions were employed in the same instructional program, The 
study involved Air :B'orce Reserve Officers Training Corps 
cadets using a program on the military justice system, '!'he 
cadets were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: 
feedback and monetary reward contingent on performance, 
feedback and assured monetary reward, no feedback a.nd mone-
tary reward contingent. on performance, and no feedback and 
assured monetary reward, 
No significant differences were found among the .four 
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groups on a criterion test. Further analysis of the data 
did, however, indicate that the feedback and no feedback 
groups developed different strategies to learn the mater-
20 
ial. The feedback group depended more on the instructional 
value of the feedback than the instructional material, 
while the no feedback group expended more time and energy 
perusing the instructional material. Relative to the 
monetary rewards, it was concluded that the amounts of 
money offered were not of sufficient strength to affect 
the cadets' performance. 
In a subsequent experiment using cadets with the 
same instructional material (Sullivan, Schutz, &Baker, 
1971), delayed feedback was substituted for EO .feedback, 
release from drill time was substituted for moneta-ry re·-
ward, and the release from drill time was made contingent 
upon en- route performance as well as .terminal performance. 
Two types of en route mastery tests were used, unit and 
cumulative. 
Immediate feedback was found to be more effective 
than delayed feedback on the criterion test, but the type 
of en route mastery test and extrinsic reinforcement pro-
duced no significant differences in criterion test per~ 
formance. Comparison with the criterion test results of 
the previous study (Sullivan §.i s_1_., 1967) indicated that 
release from drill time was a stronger reinforcer than the 
small monetary rewards offered in the 1967 experiment. 
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Davis, Marzocco, and Denny (1970) investigated the 
feedback versus no feedback question with college students 
using an instructional program covering two units from an 
introductory psychology course. t>tudents were randomly 
assigned to the feedback and no feedback conditions. A 
comparison of the pretest-posttest differences revealed 
---+-------rro-s-.tgnrricant aJ..~fi'erence in tile two feedback conditions. 
__ · ~ 
Another aspect of this study was the investigation 
of relationships between the pretest-posttest difference 
scores for the two feedback conditions and student abili-
ties in English, reading, verbal ability, and arithmetic. 
No significant correlations were found with either feedback 
condition. 
Murphy (1970) and Pfau (1970) cond,~ctecl ssuoies 
with deaf children to consider the effects of di.fferent 
schedules of knowledge of results with programmed instruc-
tion. Murphy used a sight association pro~ram to teach 
the eight seas of the moon to deaf children in grades 7-12. 
Using four levels of knowledge of results ranging from 
complete to no knowledge of results, he found no signifi-
cant differences among the four groups in recognizing the 
new words. lvlurphy did find, as might be expected, a low<;Jr 
error rate per frame for the no knowledge of results .group 
as they had only one opportunity to respond to each of the 
program frames, 
Pfau's findings using a sight association program 
dealing with unfamili.ar animals were essentially the same 
I 
I 22 as those of l"lurphy. Pfau' s subjects were deaf learners 
ll-16 years of age. He also found that the group receiving 
no lmowledge of results took less time to complete the pro-
gram than those under the reinforcement conditions. 
From further analyses of the learners and the 
program, Pfau suggested several implications: (a) if imme-
----+-------,di-atB-knuwltmge o.f resurts is provided, the increment from 
-I 
j 
one step to the next in the program should be sufficient to 
challenge but not frustrate the learner; (b) conversely, if 
no knowledge of results is provided, the increment should 
be small enough to give the learner confidence as he pro-· 
ceeds through the program; (c) if the material has no bier-
arc hal structure, knowledge of results rr,r:y not be impor-l"ant; 
(d) if programs are ·over--cued, little le,,rning ta.keB p.lace; 
and (e) if response confjrmation is redundant, it mEty do 
little to alter learning. 
Two of the assumptions underlying programmed in-
structioh, knowledge of results and logical item sequence, 
weroo studied by Jacobs and Kulkarni (1966) using junior 
high school mathematics and senior high .school chemistry 
programs. Each of the program.s wa.s the constructed re-
sponse, Skinnerian type of program. otudents were randomly 
assigned to one of three versions of their respective 
programs: the regular version of the program, sequenced 
with knowledge of results; a modified versj_on, sequenced 
with no knowledge of results; or a .second modified version, 
inverted sequence of some items. 
-1 
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Comparison of the posttest scores in the junior 
high school program showed no significant differences 
among the three groupso However, in the senior high 
school program students using the regular version were 
found to be inferior to those using the two modified ver-
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1 sions in terms of the posttest scoreso There were indi-
----j'--------'c"'a"-'t"'i"'o~n"s"-t~-~h~a~t~the_s_tu.de>Jl-ts-u£±-Bg-t-he-mo-d:i::-f'i-et! versions were 
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required to work harder than the students using the regular 
version. The conflicting findings in this study bring two 
additional variables into focus, the subject matter and the 
student populations. 
Maier and Jacobs (1966) employed a linear, self-
instructional program to teach Spanish nJ:o.ding and w:cit.in[j 
to s.iz:th grade pupils o Two versions of L-l!c) J:'I.'ogram we:c.e 
used. 'L'he first version was a carefully der;j_gned ·and 
tested program based on Skinnerian principles. In the 
second version, the frames were scrambled by a group of 
expert.s on programmed instruction on an intuitive ba.sis 
to enhance student interest in the programo 
Variables under con.sideration in thi.s .study in-
cluded achievement, interest in the subject area, and 
attitude.s toward programmed instruction. Glasses of sixth 
grade pupil.s were randomly assigned to the two ver.sions of 
the programo The findings of this investigation revealed 
no .significant differences between the two groups in terms 
of achievement, interest in the subject matter, or attitudes 
toward programmed instruction. 
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The matter of logical versus scrambled sequencing 
of items in a program might be considered to be a function 
of the hierarchal structure of the subject matter. Payne, 
Krathwohl, and Gordon (1967) investigated this dependence 
using three programs deali.ng wi:bh basic concepts in educa-
tional measurement with college students" The three pro-
grams were ;judged to be at different points on a hierarchal 
structure continuum. Students were randomly assigned to 
one of eight groups who worked through all three programs" 
The eight groups represented the eight permutations of 
logical (L) and randomly scrambled (S) sequences of the 
three programs (LLL, LLS, LSS, , SSS). 
Immediate and de] ayed post tests covering ali thrroe 
programs indicated the eight groups did •tot cULfer :in 
either immediate acquisition or retention o.J:' the measure-
ment concepts. It was anticipated that there would be a 
relationship between student ability and performance, with 
the more able students better able to handle the scrambled 
sequences in the programs. This relationship failed to 
materialize, 
Using a mathematics program that had shown frame 
dependency., Brown (1970) investigated the effects of 
scrambling this program with high ability high school stu-
dents in trigonometry classes. 'l'he variables under study 
were time to complete the program, errors made during 
instruction, scores on en route and criterion tasks, and 
attitudes regarding the logical and scrambled versions of 
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the program. 
The :findings of this investigation indicated that 
the logically sequenced group took less ti.me to complete 
the program, made fewer errors during the instruction, and 
scored higher on the criterion test. There were no reli-
able differences between the logical and scrambled groups 
on the en route tests or attitudes toward the two versions 
of the program. 
Cartwright (1971) considered the matter of sequenc-
ing of steps with mentally retarded adolescents using a 
program designed to teach fractions to fifth grade students. 
The reading level of the program was modified for the pop-
ulation included in the experiment, and the program was 
expanded to .fill in gaps in the logical arran(';ement. The 
scrambled version of the program modified the order of 
items within sections, but the order of the sections was 
not altered. Criterion, retention, and transfer tests were 
used to investigate the performance of the retarded stu-· 
dents on the two versions of the program. 
Analysis of the data obtained in this study indi-
cated that the students under the two sequencing conditions 
did not differ on the tests of immediate learning, reten-
tion or tr·ansfer. From this study, Cartwright speculated 
that an unsystematic, unordered program places more de-
mand on the student's general intellectual abilities, while 
a systematic, ordered program places more demand on the 
student's specific abilities. 
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A recent study on the size of steps in programmed 
instruction (Furukawa, 1970) questioned the u,se of small 
steps to obtain maximal achievement. Furukawa used a 
26 
program designed to teach the spelling and meaning of 
Hawaiian words with female college studentso He conducted 
this study to investigate optimal step size and its rela-
tlonship to the individual's short term memory ability, 
The "chunking" concept was used, where a chunk was defined 
as a word to be recalled to respond to a question, MeasurEr 
ments were taken during the instruction, immediately fol-
lowing the instruction, and two days after completion of 
the instruction. For this experiment, 1-, 2-, 7·-, 14-, 
and 21-chunk step sizes were considered. 
The findings of the study indicated that those 
subjects with high short··· term memory scores generally 
performed better than those with low short-term memory 
scores, regardless of chunk si.ze in the program. In terms 
of chunk size, 7 and 14 chunks were found to be most 
effective, leading Furukawa to the conclusion that for 
this type of learning task, programmed instruction steps 
need not consist of one or two sentences, but may consist 
of pages of text material containing 7 to 14 chunks of 
information related to the objectives of the program. 
Eisman (1970) investigated the effects of overt and 
covert respondj_ng to programmed instruction using naval 
personnel wi.th programs relative to rote learning, problem 
solving, learning relationships, and learning foreign 
I 
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phrases, The naval personnel were randomly assigned to 
one of two response conditions, oVert or covert. The 
overt responders wrote their answers when directed to do 
so in the program, and the covert respopders were instruct-
l ed to think their answers. The results of this study 
1 indicated that overt responding was advantageous for rote 
1 _ 
___ l{--_______ l_e_a_r~n~_i_n_,t;_, but there-v•a-s-ne-di-f-rerB~in overt and covert 
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responding relative to problem solving. 
Employing an algebra program with college students_ 
in a remedial course, Davis, Marzocco, and Denny (1970) 
investigated overt versus covert responding and the matter 
of constructed versus multiple-choice responding. The 
subjects were given an opportunity to exped.e2Cl'l all pos---
si.b1e treatment combinations, and then ap~Jrox.j mr:;,tely one-
third were given their choic,e oi' treatment combinat:.Lon, 
thereby introducing another variable, choice versus no 
choice. 
Using three measurements, section midterm exam--
ination, section finB.l examination, and department final 
examination, the treatment preference variable was found 
to have no significant effect. The choice and no choice 
subjects were then pooled for analysis of the two response 
variables. On the basis of the same three measurements, 
the analyses indicated that there were no significant 
differences in performance for the overt-covert response 
variable or for the constructed--multiple-choice response 
variable, 
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§~l!!!!!§El· One generalization that is apparent from 
the research reviewed regarding the underlying principle,s 
of programmed instruction is that it i.s difficult, if not 
impossible to generalize. Programming variables appear 
to be interrelated with learner variables, population 
variables, subject matter variables, the cognitive levels 
------i-------wi:tlli-n-a-:-Su-tl,:j-ee-t-m-a-t~te-r-, -a-nd-p-erl-r'ap s o tTI e r varia b 1 e s thus 
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prohibiting broad generalizations regarding programming 
variables alone. 
~E2gE£!!!!!!~3_1n~!E~~!~2~-9~Q_g~2Q~~g 
Turning to the matter of programmed instruction as 
it bears directly on the problem conside~·ed i.n thi.s j_nvc,s-
tigati.on, reading .i.nstru ction for young ch:l10.r.'8n, the 
research findings are generally similar to those discussed 
previously for the principles of learning, in.conclusive. 
Until relatively recently, little research had been re-
ported.comparing programmed instruction and "conventional" 
methods for the teaching of reading to young children. The 
review condu.cted by Schramm ( 196Le) included no such com-
parative studies. On this matter, Fry (1969) has commented: 
If one were to search the literature to answer our 
question, "How effective is programmed instruction 
i.n the teaching of reading?", he would be hard put 
to find much serious research bearing directly on 
this question (p. 194). 
Fry singled out Ruddell's study published in 1965 
as the biggest and best controlled study of the teaching 
of reading by programmed instruction. Ellson (1969a) 
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supported Fry in this judgment. 
P.E2Ei.£§:1!2~§.Q_.:'::§.E!?.'::l:§._.\2§:§_§:l_1!252~§.E1:2l!?.. Ruddell's study 
was conducted during the 1964-65 school year with 2LJ first 
grade classrooms representing a wide range of' socioeconomic 
levels (Ruddell, 1966)o The classrooms were stratified on 
the basis of the socioeconomic levels of the neighborhoods 
using the 1960 census report. The classrooms from each 
stratum (high, middle, and low) were randomly assigned to 
four treatment conditions. The treatment conditions were 
reading programs. 
1957; and Program B+ was the same as Program B mtpple-
men ted with materials developed by the investie;ator a1•.d. 
designed to stress language structure related to meaningo 
Program P+ was the same as Program P supplemented in the 
same way as Program B+. All of the groups· were taught by 
classroom teachers with 60 minutes devoted to the reading 
program each day. 
In terms of standardized test raw score means, 
Ruddell found Programs P and P+ superior to Programs B 
and B+ in word reading, word study skills, and regular 
word identification as hypothesized. The findings relative 
to irregular word identification were inconclusive as were 
those relative to sentence and paragraph meaning. The 
findings did, however, suggest to Ruddell a trend favoring 
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the supplementary programs (B+ and P+) on the sentence 
meaning variable. 
During the 1965-66 school year this study was ex-
tended into the second grade on a longitudinal basis (Rud-
dell, 1967). At the end of the second grade, Program P+ 
was f'ound to be superior to Program B+ in terms of word 
identification; but Programs P and B did not differ on any 
of the criterion tests" The findings were again inconclus-
ive relative to paragraph meaning, and no differences were 
found in sentence meaning. 
Another 1964 study (Harris, 1964) compared the 
mental reading program and a basal phonette program. 2'.hc 
expeJoimental subjects were matched groups o.f second grade 
children reading below grade level. Matching criteria in-
eluded chronological age, mental age, IQ, and reading 
level. The groups employing the programmed materials and 
the developmental program were taught by the investigator, 
and the basal phonetic group was taught by a classroom 
teacher. The period of instruction covered 60 days, .one 
hour daily. 
The findings of this study, in terms of gajn scores 
controlled for pretest scores, revealed no significant 
differences among the three groups on the Gates Reading 
Test, but the programmed and developmental groups were 
.favored on the California Reading Test. Harris also found 
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girls achieving significantly higher gains than boys in 
reading comprehension with the California Reading Test and 
the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs Testo Language mental 
age was found to be a factor in determining comprehension 
gains on the California Reading Test, and age was a factor 
in determining gains in oral reading. All other findings 
---+------weTe---:founa-tCJl5e non-si.gnl icant. 
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Wollenberg (1968) used a matched pair design to 
compare reading achievement for culturally deprj ved first 
and second grade students instructed with Sullivan's Pro-
8E.S!l!!l!~.d.: g~_ss!:gg §~E.:!:~§. and those instructed with the Scott 
Foresman basal reading materials. The study also inves-
tigated dif.ferential achievement between the h.i.gh 
achievers at each grade level under the ·:·;vw treatment cc.m.-
ditions, and between the low achievers at each grade level 
under the two treatment conditions. Matching criteria for 
the matched pairs included sex, mental age, and reading 
achievement scores. All students were instructed for 90 
minutes daily for 120 days, and were tested at the con-
elusion of the study with the Gat_es Primary Reading Tests. 
Wollenberg found no significant difference in 
reading achievement at either grade level for the groups 
instructed with the programmed and basal materials. In 
addition, there was no significant difference between the 
high achievers under the two treatment conditions, and 
there was no significant difference between the low achiev-
ers under the two treatment conditions. 
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A similar study comparing Sullivan's f.E2.f';~~!l.l!l.l~Q 
!:!:.~ad~~ §.~~~§.§. and the Scott Foresman materials used with 
culturally deprived first grade students ·was reported by 
Hill (1968). The students in the study were matched pairs 
randomly selected from groups equated on sex, mental age, 
and reading ach.ievement scores. Instruction under each of 
Tests as the criterion measure at the end of the experi-
mental period. Hill's findings differed from those re-
ported by Wollenberg in that the group using the Sullivan 
materials scored significantly higher than the group using 
the Scott Foresman materi.als in word reccsn:itio"l and in 
sentence reading. 'l'here was no stgni.fic.:;_,_t di.fference 
between the two groups in terms of paragraph reading. 
Burkett and Clegg (1968) compared the effectiveness 
g~,es.l~E§. in a remedial reading program for "mildly" re-
tarded readers at grades one, two, and three. Mild reading 
retardation was defined as a reading age of 0.5 to 1.6 
years below the mental age. Silent reading behavior, oral 
reading behavi.or, and spelling proficiency were the vari-
ables under consideration in the study. Instruction was 
provided for 45 minutes daily for four months in a remedial 
reading room. 
The findings of this study indicated no significant 
differences between the programmed and basal groups on any 
of the dependent variables, silent reading behavior, oral 
reading behavior, and spelling proficiency. Burkott and 
Clegg concluded that, "~.E2g.:£§;!P.!JJ~3 g~~3~.!2g can take its 
place along with the basal reader approach in the reper-
toire of methods of teaching remedial reading (p. 748)." 
Results of a three year longitudinal study of the 
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i -----+~-------------su1L2van reading program in an inner city school were re 
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ported by t.he School District of Philadelphia (Scheiner, 
1969) o This study was conducted with one class in one 
school, and the report recognized the limitations of the 
studyo It is included in this review as a part of the ex-
isting body of research comparing programmed and traditional 
reading approaches. 
This study covered the period from fj_rst through 
third grade, and assessments were made at the end of er"ch 
year. Standardized tests were employed at the end of the 
second and third years. The test data indicated no sig-
nificant difference between the programmed and traditional 
groups at the end of the second year, but a highly signif-
icant difference at the end of the third year favoring the 
programmed group. Different standardized tests were used 
for each of these two years. 
One study was reviewed that sought to justify the 
use of programmed instruction for the initial teaching of 
reading on a benefit/cost basis (Burkett, 1970). This 
pilot study compared two reading programs using programmed 
materials, Borg-Warner's §;z~ter_n. 80 and McGraw-Hill's 
Pr_Q_E;I;'.§P.!l]§.Q g.§_~Q~:Qg, and a traditional basal reading pro-
gram. The investigation involved only five classrooms, 
one under each of the programmed conditions, and three· 
under the basal condition. Program costs were based upon 
professional time expended and materials, and benefits were 
gauged by gains in reading achievement. 
----+-----------using tn81;radi-tional program as a base benefit/ 
--~ 
cost factor of 1.00, Burkett found the benefit/cost factor 
of ~E28E2!11P.Es!: EE23~~g to be 1.82 and that of §rs~EP. 80 to 
be l. 62. Applying the same benefit/ cost model to poverty 
sub-groups in the same sample, benefit/ cost factors of 1.53 
and 1.51 were found for :EE2.SE£!!11!11E.<:l: EE.§!sl:~gg and §;z.E!:.b.~!ll !30 
respect:L vely. Burkett reported that the benef'i t factors 
for the programmed·instruction programs Here greater than. 
that; of'the traditional program, and the cost factors for 
the programmed instruction programs were less than that of 
the traditional program • 
.§gp_J?.1Ell!E~~2L12E2gE.§l!!!!l2E3_inc::~Eg.£~J:2!3· Hammill and 
Mattleman (1969) reported a study comparing three reading 
programs for second and third grade inner-city children. 
The three programs included programmed instruction ex-
clusively, programmed instruction in conjunction with 
basal readers, and basal readers only. The pupils were 
low achievers in reading as determined by pretest scores, 
and were matched on the basis of achievement. 
The findings of this study indicated no significant 
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differences among the three groups in terms of reading 
achievement at either grade level. In discussing the 
findings, Hammill and Mattleman pointed out the difficulty 
in comparing new instructional approaches with old approaches 
in terms of teacher prepa.ration and background, as well as 
1 different teacher roles for approaches such as programmed 
------!:1------i-nstru·cttun~.---------~-------------------
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There are variables other than the instructional 
approaches to be considered. They also pointed out the 
weaknesses of standardized achievement tests as criterion 
measures for different approaches and materials, partie-
ularly in reference to vocabulary. Fina11y, Hammill and 
Mattleman raised the question o.f assumed lquaJ..ity when 
groups are matched on such vari.ables as chronologie a] age, 
IQ, and reading ability. 
Another study. that investigated programmed instruc-
tion as a supplement to a basal reading series .for .first 
grade children produced dif.ferent results (Feldhusen, Lamb, 
& Feldhusen, 1970). In this study, the experimental group 
used McGraw-Hill's E:E.2€;;E2.!!!!!!~9: !:!:~2.3~!31:; as a supplement to 
the Ginn series, and the control group used only the Ginn 
series. The investigators noted that this study was 
limited in that the principal investigator taught the ex-
perimental classes, one class for each of three years; the 
amount of instructional time was not constant; and the 
experimental and control groups were not randomly selected. 
In addition to comparing the two treatment conditions, the 
I 
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investigators considered sex differences and IQ differences. 
The findings reported by Feldhusen ~!. §c!.· showed 
that the experimental group scored signj_ficantly higher 
than the control group in word knowledge, word discrimina-
tion, and comprehension, There were no sex differences, 
and the high IQ group scored signj_ficantly higher than the 
----+---------:1-ow-TQ group, In correlating 16 pupil variables with read--
i j 
~ J 
ing achievement, IQ, father's occupation and education, 
mother's education, and readiness test scores were found 
to correlate significantly with reading achievement. How-
ever, the greatest of these correlations, IQ, was only .40. 
In discussing the .findings of the study, they noted: 
There seems to be a continuing need for re:3earch 
and for improved testing procedures c,_nd techrj_queE' 
for assessing the relationship betwec•n IQ and 
reading achievement ( p. 453) . " 
Q_!Q§__£_c_£_§!:?__§£EEh_£!?:SL2J2:i!?::iQ!?: • An in tore sting study 
regarding sex differences and early reading relative to 
programmed instructi_on was reported by McNeil (1961+). The 
study did not compare programmed methods with conventional 
methods of instruction, but investigated differential 
effects on boys and girls under programmed and conventional 
methods. He used a program designed to teach 40 words to 
kindergarten children with schools representative of Amer-
ican upper-middle and lower-middle class communities. The 
children co,mpleted the program in individual cubicles with 
response and confirmation panels. 
Boys were found to score significantly higher than 
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girls on the criterion test following program completion. 
Following this a.spect of the experiment, the children re-
ceived 40 minutes of instruction daily for four months 
from female classroom teachers using basal reading mater-
ials. A word recognition criterion test similar in format 
to the one following the programmed instruction was admin-
___ jl _______ _,i.,_.s'"-t=e~red_u_p_on-GGm:@±e-t-:icGn-o·f-th is period. of ins t ruction o 
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Following classroom instruction by the female teachers, 
the gj_rls scored significantly higher than the boys, with 
67% of the boys dropping in rank, and only 27% of the girls 
dropping in rank. 
Further investiga.tion of the children's perceptj_ons 
of receiving negative teacher comments, 2nd the teachers' 
assessments of the children's readiness end motivation fo~ 
reading indicated that the teachers treated the girls more 
favorably than the boys o McNeil concluded that auto-
instructional procedures afforded boys and girls equal 
treatment, and future study of the features of auto-
instruction may be useful in developing teaching proced-
ures more appropriate for boys than those in use. He also 
noted that the reduction in peer interaction resulting 
from the auto-instructional procedure used may have brought 
about the better male performance under auto-instruction. 
Ellson (1969a) from his work and that of othe.rs 
sees a pattern relative to programmed instruction and the 
teaching of readingo He observed that programmed instruc-
tion seems to be more effective at the lower end of the 
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ability scale. Carr (1962), however, reported from his 
review of the li tere.ture that the findings indicated that 
the amount of profit from programmed instruction is inde-
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pendent of such factors as intelligence and aptitude. 
Wollenberg's study ( 1968) indi.cated achievement levels were 
not a factor in comparing programmed and basal reader rna-I -----4------:-~teri-a-:ts-rn-i;h~teacTiing or reading to culturally disadvan-
' ~ J 
1 
___ J 
taged first and second grade children. 
The question of intelligence or ability relative to 
the effectiveness of programmed instruction as a method of 
teaching reading seemingly remains unanswered from the 
existing research. If one considers intelligence to be a 
factorial construct, perhaps specific factors of inte1li.-
gence are relevant. No research was located that considered 
the factor of perceptual reasoning abili. '.;y :Ln programmed 
instruction in reading, thus this factor was included in 
this investigation. 
A number of authors, including Ausubel (1965), 
Cheyney (1967), and Reissman (1962) have supported the use 
of programmed instruction with disadvantaged children as 
being appropriate for their learning style. Howards (1969), 
on the other hand, reported that most programmed material 
has proved to be of little value in his experience with 
disadvantaged persons. 
§~~~5El· The above observations along with the re-
research discussed earlier in this section strongly suggest 
that we need to know more about the learner and programmed 
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instructj_ on. "Researchers would do well to continue to 
search for characteristics of the learner which are corre-
lated with amount of improvement (Carr, 1962, p, 76)." 
Programmed instruction and automated teaching de-
vices have their advocates and opponents, and one of the 
concerns among the opponents is the matter of human rela-
---!------~t±cems-.-Whi-1-e-rrot represented here as an opponent of 
programmed instruction, Smith (1969) stated the concern 
quite well. 
---~ 
1 
It is in the human relations area that the future 
teacher of reading has her supreme role to play. 
There are the human relationships between teacher 
and child for which no automatic device can sub-
stitute; the growing together in understanding of 
teacher and pupil; the encouragement >o.nd llYll\pa thy 
of a warm, friendly teacher; the satisfaction of 
a smile or nod of approval; the soft tDuch of a 
hand on the shoulder when one succes:d'ully com---
pletes a difficult learning task; and the personal 
stimulation of a teacher who believes in tlw pupil 
and expects him to do his best. These personal 
relat_ionships are far more. potent in a learning 
situation and more lasting in memory than skills 
or subject matter, Such interactive relation-
ships of a human teacher with a living pupil must 
always supplement inhuman, impersonal, automations 
in teaching (p, 486). 
One instructional technique that seems to provide 
abundant opportunities for such human relationships is the 
use of tutors in the school setting. The next section of 
thi.s review considers tutorial programs. 
Tl1e concept of tutoring, one individual teaching 
another, as an instructional practice j_n all likelihood 
dates back to the beginning of education, formal and 
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informal. 'l'he monitorial programs developed by Andrew Bell 
and Joseph Lancaster in the late 1700's and early 1800's 
are among the first recorded tutorial programs in a formal 
school setting. These programs used the older, more 
knowledgeable students to "monitor" or tutor the younger, 
less knowledgeable students (Salmon, 1932). lrancaster 
--~---------'broug1Tt----t7he rnoni toriai concept to America where it enjoyed 
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some popularity until about 1850. 
In modern times, however, tutoring has not been a 
widespread instructional practice relative to formal edu--. 
cation until quite recently. The basic and most obvious 
reasons for the limited use of tutors in the school.s have 
been the lack of resources, both human and financj_al, and 
the .self-perpetuating nature o.f the educccti.onal onterpric-:1. 
Tho last few years have seen a substantial movement toward 
tutorial programs, particularly for children in the low--
income areas. This movement has been a part of the recent 
thrust toward the use of volunteers and salaried parapro'-
fessionals in the educational system. 
~g.§._.!:Q!.;h2!:!.1Z:l.§. __ .f2!:_!!!:!£riQ_:_LPE2b:!:.?:!l!~. Bowman and 
Klopf (1969) have i,dentified five convergent forces that 
have been catalytic in changing the structure of the edu-
cational system. 
The gap between expanded needs for school services 
and the availability of professional personnel to 
meet these needs reached critical proportions in 
the late sixties; 
New dimensions in educational concepts and tech-
nology required a more complex role for teachers; 
I 
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Heightened awareness of the special learning needs 
of young children, and a developing insight into 
the communication blocks that often exist between 
middle-class professionals and disadvantaged child-
ren called for closer linkage of school and commun-
ity; 
The plight of the undereducated person, unable to 
compete in an increasingly automated society pointed 
to the need for a new entry level to careers of hu-
man service with opportunity for upward mobility on 
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Finally, and most importantly, new resources became 
available to school systems through OEO, MDTA, Title 
I of ESEA, the Nelson-Scheuer Amendment to the Pov--
erty Act, and the Javits-Kennedy Act for Impacted 
Areas, all of which provided Federal funds for the 
employment of low-income persons who lacked the 
traditional certification for education (p. 6). 
These forces have led to the employment of many parapro-· 
fessionals and the use of many voluntee.cu in the publ:lc 
schooJ.s of Amerj_ca. 
The Institute for Educational Development (19?0) in 
conducting an in-depth study of paraprofessionals for the 
New York City Schools surveyed the professional literature 
to ascertain the generally-he~d purposes of paraprofes-
sional programs. This review identified five target pop-
ulations served by such programs" 
Pu:ej,!§. will be given more individual attention in 
the classroom. Moreover, pupils will be placed into 
contact with capable, respected members of their own 
ethnic groups so that pupils can model their behav-
ior after the behavior of these respected persons. 
As a result, it is hoped that attitudes of pupils 
toward school will improve and their achievement 
wj_ll increase. 
Teachers will become better able to manage teaching 
conditions and pupil behavior in their own classrooms, 
and will thereby affect pupil achievement. 11oreover, 
teachers will relate better to parents and community 
members in inner-city settings and by doing so will 
indirectly influence pupil achievement. 
\ Lf2 
increase the size of the school staff and the quality .- .-··•... :p_ri:Q£:hP.£!:?. will fulfill their long-standing need to 
oi' school services in inner-city schools. In addition, 
principals will strengthen and extend their relations 
with parents and with the surrounding communities. 
1
!. Parents will establish more ei'fective linkages with 
the-schools because they will be better able to re-
late to neighborhood paraprofessionals than to other 
i school personnel, many of whom live elsewhere and 
, come from a dii'i'erent ethnic and cultural background, 
-----tj ________ ~I~n;.;--:-'a':'d":".d~.i~tecl"::. o~n , p a:ce_n_t_s_wilLp-rol'-i-t-i'-PGm-t.Ge-a-s-s-icc•t-a-nee-----
1,, oi' paraproi'essionals who give them counsel while 
serving as semi-proi'essional social workers. 
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Pa:r.:zl2£2.£~§.§.~0£~!§. will proi'it from the income they 
realize through employment; will improve their self-
respect through carrying out important tasks, will 
increac>e their education through training associated 
with paraproi'essional work, and will begin a pattern 
of upward career mobility (pp. 7-8). 
These purposes are essentially the same as those 
indicated by Bowman and Klopf ( 1969) ancl Janowitz ( 196;!) . 
In add.i tion to the purposes for parapro.:f'csr;j_ona:L pr::>grams 
noted above, and i'ol1owing the premise that children a_re 
the primary target populations of the schoolr;, Gordon's 
comments (1970) regarding the educability of populations 
where there is deprivation oi' developmental and educational 
opportunity seem appropriate. 
In order to be maximally meaningful to a child, 
education mur;t be relevant in three areas: l) it 
must relate to him as an affective being through 
its materials, expe~iencer;, arid people with which 
he can identify; his motivation to learn will be 
more easily tapped when the learning task leadr; to 
goals which he perceives himself as valuing; (2) 
the content and form of the learning experience 
must be suited to his cognitive style and temper-
mental characteristics, and must complement his 
stage of cognitive development; this implies a 
sensitive determination of the curriculum to be 
presented as we:Ll as the manner in which it is 
offered to the child; and (3) it must have social 
or utilitarian relevance; i.e. it must offer those 
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skills and competencies which will expand the realm 
of functional choice available to the child (p. 264). 
These remarks by Gordon, as well as the purposes 
of paraprofessional programs stated earlier, seem to be 
appropriate to and provide the basic ratj_onale for tutor-
ial programs in the American educ-ational system today. In 
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area of reading instruction seem to be justified. 
· Tutorial programs for reading instruction have been 
devised using paraprofessionals as tutors. In add.i tion, 
tutoring programs have been devised usi.ng students, both 
high school and upper elementary, as tutors. Considering 
the problem addressed in this study, whc; t eLfects have tu·-
taring programs had on the reading achi(c·,rement of lower 
achieving elementary school children? 
While there ~s a substantial body of literature 
relative to tutorial programs, Erickson (19?1) noted that 
few tutoring programs have been examined objectively, and 
their popularity is too often based upon subjective eval-
uation. The situation is similar to that reported by 
Riessman and Gartner (1969) regarding the use of parapro-
fessionals in the schools. 
The bulk of the current literature on the use of 
paraprofessionals in the schools focuses upon their 
activities in the classroom, their selection, train-
ing and compensation, and inter-action between 
teacher and aide. Less documented is the relation-
ship of the aide to pupils performance (p. 7). 
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cited is that conducted by Cloward (1967) in which high 
school students tutored fourth and fifth grade students 
whose reading achievement was below grade level. The tu-
taring was conducted after the school day with each tutor 
seeing his student one or two afternoons a week, after 
which the tutor escorted his tutee horne. Each of the tu-
taring centers was supervised by a teacher. The tutors 
were salaried and participated in preservice and inservice 
training that focused on the goals and organization of the 
program, tutor duties, tutee characteristics, the currie-
ulum, techniques, and materials. As the program developed, 
The typical tutoring session consisted of 30 minutes 
spent on homework, 30 minutes on reeding, 15 to :;o 
minutes on games and recreation, ano. 15 rnin.utc:E fer 
refreshments, roll-taking and other ;:on--tutorial 
duties (p, 15). 
Students were randomly assigned ;;o tbe tutored and 
control groups, and the reading achievement of both groups 
was assessed at the beginning of the program and five months 
later. Other assessments were made in the areas of school 
marks and behavior, attitudes and aspirations, and the 
tutor-pupil relationship. 
The experiment also investigated effects on the 
tutors. Eligible tutor applicants were randomly assigned 
to the tutor and control groups, and the reading achieve-
rnent of each group was assessed at the beginning of the 
program and seven months later. Other assessments included 
school achievement, attitudes, and aspirations. 
The findings of the study relative to tutees 
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indicated that tutorial assistance resulted in significant 
reading i.mprovement when provided for at least four hours 
per week (two sessions) for a period of 26 weeks. The 
group tutored two hours per week (one session) showed 
greater improvement than the control group, but this dif-
ference was not found to be statistically significant. No 
differences were found between the tutored and control 
groups in terms of school marks, school behavior, attitudes, 
or aspirations. Regarding the tutor-pupil relationship, 
Cloward reported an indication that sex-ethnic matching of 
tutors and tutees affected tutee reading achievement pos-
itively for Negroes. 
Relative to the tutors, the Jind.i.ngs of thf' co tuciy 
indicated that tutors demonstrated signLUcantly rooT·G 'Lrr,·-
provement than the control group on three sU:bte}s ts deal.ing 
with reading comprehension and study skills. No signifi-
cant differences were found between the tutors and their 
control group in terms of school achievement, attitudes, 
or aspirations. 
In discussing the findings of the study, Cloward 
noted that the gains in reading achievement made by the 
tutors and tutees may eventually be translated into in-
creased achievement in other areas as they progress through 
school. From the study he concluded: 
Tutors do not need 12 years of formal education and 
extensive training in reading pedagogy. Nor need 
they be highly successful in their own work. The 
average high school student can Jearn to be an 
effective tutor (p. 24). 
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Landrum and Martin (19'70) reported on a six-weeks 
summer tutorial program in which high school students who 
were reading two or more years below grade level and were 
dropout prone tutored fourth through sixth grade pupils 
who were behind in reading. This program was evaluated on 
the basis of performance objectives with the following cri-
teria: (a) three months grade placement gain for tutees, 
(b) six months grade placement gain for tutors, (c) 50% 
reduction in absenteeism for tutors~during the subsequent 
year, and (d) 95% of the tutors completing the subsequent 
year of school. The tutors were salari.ecl and trained, and 
were supervised by a teacher-supervisor, Pupils were tu-
tared for two hours daily for the six-weeks Bummer Sflcosion. 
Data relative to reading achievement were reported 
for the tutors and tutees for the summers of 196'7 and 1968. 
In 196'7, the tutors demonstrated eight months gain, and the 
tutees gained 4.6 months in reading achievement. In 1968, 
even greater gains were reported with the tutors gaining 
8.5 months and the tutees gaining 4.8 months. All gains 
in reading achievement were in excess of the expected per-
formance criteria. No data were reported regarding tutor 
absenteeism or their continuing in school. 
An investigation which used ninth grade girls as 
reading tutors for primary children and provided some con-
trol over the personal contact variable was reported by 
Smith (19'71). In this study the tutors used a structured 
reading program for one group of tutees and a placebo 
I j program for another group of tutees. The placebo program 
involved reading related activities such as Frostig work-
sheets and reading to the child, but did not provide direct 
reading instruction. The tutoring was conducted for ll 
weeks with the tutees completing an average of 42 thirty 
minute sessions. 
---4-----------Srx-crlterion measures were used, three of which 
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were directly referenced to the structured reading program, 
and three of which were not referenced to either the struc-
tured program or the placebo program. The results of the 
study showed no significant differences between the two 
groups of tutees on any of the criterion measures. 
The mutual benefits of boys tutodng boyfl :Ln :cead-· 
ing was the primary focus of a study by <•:r;i ckson ( 1971), 
In this investigation, seventh grade boy;.; tntored third 
grade boys twice weekly for 30 minutes each session over 
a period of five months. Tutoring activities included 
ordinary conversation, oral reading, and language games. 
Variables under consideration included reading scores, 
grades, behavior, interests and attitudes, social accept-
ance, and attendance for both tutors and tutees. The re-
sul ts of the study indicated signi.ficant improvements in 
reading scores for both tutors and tutees when compared to 
control groups. No significant differences were found 
relative to any of the other criterion variables. 
tutorial programs have been devised and implemented in 
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which older elementary school children tutor younger child-
ren. One such program (Rogers, 1970) investigated the 
effects of under-achieving sixth grade pupils tutoring 
under-achieving third grade pupils in reading. The tutors 
received three weeks of training, and then tutored f'or 
eight weeks during their regular reading period. Two con-
trol groups were used for the tutors: one control group 
participated in the training but did not tutor, and the 
other control group recej_ved no special treatment. 
The tutees in the experiment received eight weeks 
of tutoring during their regular reading period, and a con-
trol group received no tutoring. The findings relative to 
the tutors indicated no Edgnif'icant dif.fr"rences in J:·8adj_ng 
achieveme_nt among the tutors and the twc• control grc•;_tpb-
However, the tutees made significantly greater gains in 
reading achievement than their control group. On the basis 
of subjective analysis and observations, Rogers reported 
the development of friendships, improved behavior in some 
tutors and tutees, and general enthusiasm regarding the 
program from teachers, parents, tutors and tutees. 
Another project using fifth and sixth grade tutors 
was reported by Niedermeyer and Ellis (1971). In this 
study, kindergarten pupils were the recipients of the tu-
toring in the area of reading instruction. The investi-
gators stressed the importance of training the tutors and 
using structured materials. One component of the study 
focused on the training variable. Tutors in this program 
I 
' were trained to provide assistance to the kindergarten 
children using highly structured practice exercises re-
lated to the tutee's performance in the kindergarten 
reading program, The pupils were thus tutored on an "as 
needed" basis, with the teachers designati.ng the appropriate 
practice exercises for each child. 
---,'----------Th-e-:finaings orthis study indieated that the kin-
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dergarten classes that had the assistance of the tutors 
scored signifi.cantly higher than classes without such 
assistance on a criterion test. Tutor performance was also 
compared to the performance of untrained fifth and sixth 
grade pupils using the same practice exercises with kin-
dergarten children, The results of th:i;c; aspect of the 
study indicated that trained tutors disp.1 ayed. stgni fi cc:mtly 
more instructional behaviors than untrained tutorii. 
The reci.procal ef.fects o.f sixth graders tutoring 
third graders in reading was the basis o.f a study by Paoni 
(1971). This experiment sought to establish mutual bene-
.fits .for tutors and tutees in reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and attitudes toward reading. The Udrd grade 
students were tutored three days a week for 30 minutes each 
day .for a period o.f Jour months. 
The results o.f the study indicated that the third 
grade tutees demonstrated signi . .ficantly greater gains in 
reading comprehension than a control group, and both tutors 
and tutees showed significantly greater gains in attitudes 
toward reading than their control groups. There were no 
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significant differences in reading vocabulary gains for 
either the tutors or tutees, nor were the tutor's reading 
comprehension gains different from those of their control 
group, 
50 
Somewhat different findings were reported by Snapp 
(1971) in an experiment in which fifth and sixth graders 
tutored first, second, and third graders in reading. All 
of the pupils in this study were from schools serving a 
disadvantaged population. Training and supervision of the 
tutors were considered to be of prime importance. Another 
variable considered in the study was that of reinforcement 
versus no reinforcement during the tutoring. 
The findings of the study indicated that both tlw 
reinforced and non-reinforced tutees mach,, s:i.gnifican1_.1y 
greater gains in word reeognition than a control group, 
but there was no difference between the two groups of tu-
tees. No differences were found between the tutors and 
their control group, 
£1:9.~l!.§_~.§_!~!£.E2· Turning to tutorial programs 
utilizing adults in the tutoring role, Klosterman (1970) 
investigated the effects of college students majoring in 
elementary education as tutors in a diagnostic and struc-
tured reading program. Fourth grade pupils from low 
socioeconomic areas were randomly assigned to individual 
tutoring, small group tutoring, or a control group, The 
investigator provided five hours of training for the tutors 
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and advised and supervised them throughout the treatment 
period. 
Pupils were tutored for 30 minutes daily, four 
days per week for six months. The time was taken from the 
regular classroom reading period. '['he tutoring program was 
based upon tutor diagnosis of the child's reading, and was 
structured to include the teaching of concepts, vocabulary, 
word recognition skills, comprehension, and interpretation. 
Materials included workbooks, charts, library books, pic-·· 
tures, and audio-visual aids. Reading vocabulary, compre-
hension, and total reading achievement were the criterion 
variables. 
The results of the study indicated that the pupi:La 
tutored individually made significantly greater gains than 
the control group on all three criterion measures, and 
those tutoredin small groups made significantly greater 
gains than th.e control group in reading comprehension and 
total readin~ achievement. The differences between pupils 
tutored individually and in small groups were not found to 
be significant. 
Schoeller and Pearson (1970) reported on a volunteer 
after-school reading tutoring program for fourth grade pu-
pils reading one or more years below grade level. The 
tutoring was conducted in tutoring centers under the su-· 
pervision of a reading specialist, 'I'utors were provided 
ten hours of inservice training related to understanding 
the nature of reading disabilities, understanding the pupil, 
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learning how reading takes place, and procedures to help 
pupil.s read better. Pupils were tutored for an average 
of one and one-half hours per week for an average of 3.1 
months. 'rhe program actually operated over a period of 
4.6 months, but pupils who entered la.te were included in 
the study. 
The evaluation of the program compared gains in 
eight areas wj_th an expected gain over the 3.1 month per-
iod. Since the pupils were achieving one or more years 
below grade level prior to the program, and the average IQ 
was 86.5, it was felt that any gain in excess of the 3.1 
month treatment period would be a great improvement, The 
mean gains in the eight criterion areas :canged from a high 
of 9.2 months in letter sounds to.a low of 3.6 months in 
oral reading. Thus, the gaj_ns in all eight areas exceeded 
the average _3.1 month tutoring period. Based upon the 
subjective evaluation of the program, Schoeller and Pear-
son reported that pupils' attitudes toward school, reading, 
and themselves improved. 
Retention effects as well as immediate benefits 
were considered in the evaluation of a tutoring program for 
underachievers in reading and writing (Shaver & Nuhn, 1971). 
This invesb_gati on also dealt with a comparison of the bene-
fits of individual and small group (three pupils) tutoring. 
Tutoring was provided for one hour daily throughout the 
school year to fourth, seventh, and tenth grade students 
who were achieving below their predicted potential. The 
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eligible students were randomly assigned·to the two tu-
toring conditions and a control group. The tutors were 
adults selected on the basis of their reading and writing 
abilities, reading interests and aetivittes, and an esti-
mate of thej_r abi.li ty to work with students. The tutors 
were given two weeks of training prior to the beginning of 
the program with emphases on understanding the underachieve~ 
diagnosing reading and writing deficiencies, and providing 
assistance in an accepting atmosphere. 
The results of the study indicated no significant 
differences between. the pupils tutored individually and 
those tutored in small groups, with one exceotion, The 
tenth grade pupils tutored individually ;c;cored h:Lgher in 
reading achievement than those tutored i:J smDl1 groupE>, 
The comparisons for the pooled tutored groupE; and the con-· 
trol group indicated that the tutored groups scored sig-
nificantly higher in both reading and writing across all 
three grade levels after one year of tutoring. These 
significant differences were mai.ntained two years later 
for the seventh and tenth grade pupi.ls, but not for the 
fourth grade pupi.ls, 
The evaluati.on of a second year of this program 
substantiated the immediate benefits reported for the first 
year of the program. From the study, Shaver and Nuhn con-
eluded: 
It seems evident that tutoring had a positive 
impact and that tutoring can take place effec-
tively in more economical arrangements than 
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a 1-to-1 student-tutor ratio (p. 112). 
One final study considering adults as tutors is an 
evaluation of the "Bridging-the-Gap" program in San Fran-
cisco (Falik & Wexler, 1971). This was strictly a ~escrip-
tive report, and is cited here for the summary and con-
elusions which seem to capture a number of the salient 
points regarding tutorial programs. 
A tutorial program represents the interplay of many 
complex variables, many of which can only be spec-
ulated upon by a descriptive study of this kind. 
Nonetheless, the tutorial program must be evaluated, 
and its strengths and weaknesses isolated. Our 
evaluation suggests that the program we studied was 
limited by the short duration of tutorial contact, 
the lack of training and ongoing assistance to 
basically untrained tutors, and the inability to 
get a "good fix" on what the tutee' "· real educa-· 
tj.onal needs were. This leads to ernohasis on the 
social-emotional dimensions of tutor{nc, and less 
focus upon academj_c ochievement gains, ~)uch a 
thrust is not without dividends, however, as the 
tutees seem to show improvement in msny aspects 
of school and educational attitude, self-concept 
among them. · 
It might also be said that the weaknesses noted 
have within them implications for change--mainly 
the adding of resources and perspectives that would 
enable more emphasis on academic skill acquisition. 
Without such changes, this tutorial program-~and 
others like it--are, in fact, programs to build 
interpersonal relationships, with gains in achieve-
ment due as much to serendipity as to design 
(pp. 376-377). 
§~lllr.r!QEL2L:t:~l2E~sL . .!2EQ!5.£sl!!~. The research re-
garding tutorial programs, while limited, seems to indicate 
benefits for both tutors and tutees in both the affective 
and cognitive domains. However, such benefits are not 
conclusively established at this time, This state of 
affairs relative to reading achievement may be due to 
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limited structure or lack of direction in the tutoring 
sessions and/or limited continuity and coordination with 
the regular classroom reading program. In discussing the 
pitfalls of employing nonprofessionals in the schools, 
Saltzman (1965) noted the following: 
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While it is possible to demonstrate that school 
----+---------a:lstrtct; s carr gre abJ:y-exp-arrd-ttre-rr-woTk-iLorc-e-wi-t>h-------
] little neb additions to their budget, this argu-
j menb cannot stand separate and apart from the 
' issue of the educational program which may result. ·--~.. The place of each subprofessional needs to be 
carefully designed . . . to insure that he fills 
an appropriate, useful role which is geared to 
fit in with the overall program of the school 
1 (p. 52) . 
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Programed tutoring, the combining of components of 
programmed in.struction and_ tutoring, seen:s to offe:c the 
potential structure and coordination wit:-, the cla.ssroom 
without dehumanizing the instructional p1:·ocess. The final 
section of this revj_ew deals wi bh the existing research 
regarding programed tutoring,. 
~£28E§~~3_T~~2E~~g 
Programed tutoring is a form of individualized 
instruction ordinarily given 15 minutes daily 
as a supplement to classroom teaching of be-
ginning reading. It is designed to be carried 
out effectively by paraprofessionals of limited 
educational background. Aides with less than 
a high school education can be trained to tutor 
effectively in 9-15 hours of group instruction 
supplemented by on-the-job supervision. Their 
teaching activities are tightly prescribed (a) 
by detailed instructions (programs) which they 
follow to the letter, (b) by teaching materials 
and, (c) not least important, by the moment-to-
moment success and failures of the children they 
tutor (Ellson, 1970, p. 1). 
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programed tutoring began with a series of ten experiments 
carried out by Indiana University under grants from the 
United States Public Health Service (Ellson, Barber, Engle, 
& Kampwerth, 1965). These experiments involved children 
in a state school for .retarded children, children in public 
school systems in Indtana, and associated laboratory set-
tings, The ten experiments progressed from an attempt to 
teach sight-reading vocabulary to retarded children using 
pictures as prompt stimuli to a preliminary field test of 
programed tutoring as a supplement to classroom teaching 
using a content program defined by the Ginn ~§c!::£1 g~§c!!:~E 
Series. 
In summarizing the results of these ten experiments, 
Ells on '"-E. ~· noted the following: (a) rPtarded children 
showed relatively rapid acquisition of a reading vocab··· 
ulary; (b) retarded children using a simple tutoring 
program could teach reading vocabulary effectively; (c) a 
sight·-reading program that taught reading vocabulary in a 
sentence context through tutoring to slow readers, retarded 
and normal children had practical effectiveness; (d) pro-
gramed tutoring in combination with standard classroom 
teaching was more effective than classroom teaching alone, 
and probably more effective than programed tutoring alone; 
(e) approximately daily alternation of programed tutoring 
and classroom instruction was more effective than less 
frequent alternation; (f) a "therapeutic" effect was noted; 
that j_s programed tutoring reinstated effects of earlier 
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learning; (g) children demonstrated abilities in the pro-
gramed tutoring situation that they did not demonstrate in 
the classroom; (h) favorable effects can extend to atti-
tudes and behavior outside the classroom; (i) the optimal 
duration of tutoring sessions appeared to be about 15 
minutes; (j) in the form of programed tutorj_ng, effective 
individual teaching could be done efficiently by persons 
with far less training than that required of a professional 
teacher; an~ (k) programed tutoring seemed to function best 
as a supplement to classroom teaching. 
Some of these conclusions may certainly be ques-
tionable in light of the experiments that were conduc_ted, 
and no attempt was made to conceal this. 
Some are experiments only in the primitive sense 
of tryouts; in others, a carefully planned de-
sign was abandoned in midstream to permit i.nformaJ 
investigation of obviously important effects that 
had not been antici_pated in the planning (Ellson 
et al., 1965, p. 79). · 
~9:~-!~~ld _ _!::~~!_J2~.E.:hQQ· The ten experiments did 
yield sufficient evidence and motivation for Ellson and 
his associates to refine the technique and proceed to the 
field test and pilot stage of programed tutor·ing. The 
tenth experiment of those conducted during the developmental 
period, a preliminary field test of programed tutoring, 
paved the way for a carefully controlled field test in-
volving 240 first g.rade children in 20 inner-city schools 
(Ellson, Harris, & Barber, 1968). 
The field test was designed to answer the following 
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specific questions: (a) since all of the tutored children 
in the earlier experiment were from one classroom, were 
conditions specific to that classroom con.founded with the 
experimental variable? (b) was the superior performance 
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of the experimental group due to tutoring or to one or 
more of these classroom conditions? (c) assuming that pro-
------+1 .. :,,------------,g~r~aairnnee~d[tuf.otrlt·ng was effective, was the effect due to the 
; programed u·oring or the individual attention that each 
_ ---4... child received? and (d) could similar results have been 
j obtained with less tutoring? 
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Four groups, each initially containing 60 first 
grade pupils, were tutored throughout the school year. Two 
groups were given programed tutoring as a supplement to 
their classroom j_nstructi.on, with one group receivj_ng 15 
minutes of tutoring daily, and the other group receivj_ng 
30 minutes of tutoring daily in two sessions. The other 
two groups were given "directed tutoring'' as a supplement 
to their classroom instruction, with one group receiving 
15 minutes of directed tutoring daily, and the other group 
receiving 30 minutes of directed tutoring daily in two 
sessions. Directed tutoring was a carefully selected set 
of activities supported with materials and planned so that 
the procedures could be carried out by persons with no more 
educational background, training, and supervision than that 
required by the programed tutors. 
In summarizing the findings of thi.s study, Ells on 
et .':l:l· noted the following: (a) directed tutoring had no 
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measured effects on reading achievement, (b) programed 
tutoring produced significant improvement in reading 
achievement test scores when given twice daily, but not 
when given once daily for the same period, (c) improve-
ment in achievement was markedly greater for children who 
have the greatest difficulty in learni~ng to read in the 
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classroom, and (d) a number of defects in the programs were 
identified. 
While the field test did demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of programed tutoring in producing significant 
improvement in reading achievement, this improvement was 
confined to criterion referenced instruments. The results 
in terms of normative referenced instruments were not 
found to be significant. 
Ql2!:_E!cl:t:h£!:i:!c1Ll2E£g£.§;~~· :F'ollowing this field test 
and utilizing the consistent finding that lower achieving 
children seemed to benefit most from programed tutoring, 
two more experiments were conducted involving children from 
the lower one-third of inner-city school populations 
(Ellson, Barber, & Harris, 1969a, 1969b). Both of these 
studies .indica.ted that tutored children performed signifi-
cantly better than non-tutored children. In these programs 
children receiving only one sessi~on of tutoring performed 
significantly better than non-tutored children, but not as 
well as children receiving two sessions of tutoring daily. 
Agai.n, it should be pointed out that these studies were 
confined to first grade children, and the measurements of 
I 60 
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l reading. achievement were made with cri,teriop referenced 
- \ inntr>mw;::~''"med tuturinB, uftur u poriud ur epprnximutcly 
1. nine years, was emerging as an effective supplement to tl1e 
classroom teacl1ing of reading _for lower achieving first I grade children from inner-city school populations. In 
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Sciences identified tl1e Programed Tutorial Reading Project 
in Indianapolis as one of the 31 most successful compensa-
tory education programs in the country (U. So Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, 1970). 
During the 1968-69 school year, 1711 children in 
39 schools received programed tutoring (Dllson, 1969c), 
Again, the.se were first grade children wbo ranked in the 
lower one-third of their school populaticns. 'l'he findings 
from this study confirmed the earlier results, and tutored 
children continued to show significant improvement in 
reading achie-vement. In this study, significant gains were 
shown on both crtterion and normative referenced instru-
ments. Ellson pointed out in thts study that s.ignificantly 
fewer tutored pupils were retained in the first grade than 
non-tutored pupils. 
Further studies conducted during the 1968-69 and 
1969-70 school years (Ellson.& Harris, 1970a, l970b; Sac-
ramento City Unified School District, 1969, 1970) continued 
to support the findings of the earlier research, Since the 
early work with the Ginn serie.s, programed tutoring mater:Lals 
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and techniques have been extended to basal series other 
than the Ginn series, and the results have been equally 
effective. The research continues to support the earlier 
finding that lower achieving children benefit most from 
programed tutoring, and when higher achieving children 
were included, the results were less dramatic (Ellson & 
Harris, 19?0a) . 
The findings regarding the effectiveness of pro-
gramed tutoring at the first grade level received further 
support in terms of cri terj.on referenced reading achieve-
ment in a study reported by McCleary (19?1). This study 
also supports tho previously mentioned fj.nding of lower 
first grade retention rates for tutored children. 
§~!l.l!l.lsEL£.L.I2E2SEQ!l2.§.3_!.~!.£E!!!g. All of the studies 
discussed above have been limited to first grade children 
with the exception of some of the early developmental 
experiments. Programs have been develope~ for use at the 
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second grade level, and the question posed by Duker (1969) 
regarding individualized instruction seems appropriate 
here, "Is individualized reading equally effective at all 
grade levels (p. 448)?" The same question can certainly be 
posed for programed tutoring, and the existing research 
cannot provide an answer. The .investigation reported .in 
this paper should provide some evidence toward answering 
that question. 
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The research reviewed in this chapter indicates 
that while both programmed instruction and tutorj_al pro-
grams have proven beneficial to reading achievement in 
some cases, neither technique has clearly demonstrated 
superiority over traditional techniques. The evidence 
indicates that learner variables should be considered in 
devising instructional programs in reading, and that 
effects in areas other than reading achievement should be 
investigated. 
Programed tutoring, whicl1 combines features of 
programmed instruction with a tutorial approa.ch, llac been 
sucGessful in improving the reading aGh::_evernen.t of lower 
achieving first grade children relative to cr;i_ter·i on 
referenced instruments. The findj_ngs rc:·latj_ve C() norm~c<--
tive referenced instruments, however, have not been 
conclusive. Programed tutoring remains a,s an untested 
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program at the second grade level, and its effects in areas 
other than reading achievement have not been investigated. 
This study pursued these unexplored dimens.ions of the 
programed tutoring technique as a supplement to the cla,ss-
room reading program. 
The procedures employed in this investigation are 
described in the next chapter. This description includes 
the selection of the sample, the measures used, the ex-
perimental treatment, the exp_erimental design, and the 
statistical analyses. 
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Chapter 3 
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
' The procedures employed i.n conducting this inves-· 
tigation are presented in detaiLin-th-i-£-&haf]-tece-.-Th-es·e 
procedures are discussed under six main headings: (a) 
selection of the sample, (b) selection and administration 
of the instruments, (c) description of the instruments, 
(d) the experimental treatment, (e) the experimental de-
sign, and (f) the statistical procedures. 
The sample for this investigation was se.lec\;eo .from 
the second grade classes of six elementary schools in :low-
income areas of the Sacramento City Uni.fied School District. 
Five of these schools were public elementary schools (kin-
dergarten -- grade six), and the sixth was a parochial 
elementary school (grades l- 6). These schools were 
designated "target area" schools in the Sacramento Ci.ty 
Unified School District, and were participating in a corn .. -
prehen.si ve program of compensatory educati.on funded by 
special State and/or Federal resources. 
The target area designations were based upon the 
positions of these schools in a composite ranking of tlJe 
following characteristics: percentage of pupils receiving 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), percentage 
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of pupils qualifying for free lunches, percentage of ethnic 
minority pupils, racial isolation, and standardized reading 
achievement test results. 
The programed tutoring technique investigated in 
this study was funded under Title I of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965, and was included as a part 
of the comprehensive program of compensatory education. 
Funding and district regulations placed restrictions on 
the sampling procedures in that sufficient tutoring time 
was allocated to each of the six schools to serve one-third 
of the second grade population, These restrictions neces-
sj_tated selection of the experimental and control groups 
on a school-by-school ba.s:Ls rather than from the toted 
second grade population in the six schools. Those regula-
tions also placed a restriction on the s_i_zes of the exper·-
imental and control groups. In order to limit the treat-
ment to lower achieving children, and provide treatment to 
one-third of the total population, the control group was 
restrj_cted to one-half the size of the experimental group 
at each school. 
Observing the above restrictions, pupils were 
selected for the experimental and control groups from the 
lower achieving second grade children at each school on a 
school-by-school basis as follows: 
1. The second grade children at each school were 
listed in rank order on the basis of the Harper & How 
Second Year Headiness Test total raw scores obtained in 
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September of 1970. 
2. 'rhe median raw score for each school was com-
puted, and those pupils scoring below the median were 
designated as the lower achieving children. A test of 
the equality of the six medians (Siegel, 1956) revealed 
no significant differences in the six medians. 
3. The lower achieving children at each school 
were then listed in alphabetical order and numbered. 
4. A coin-flip was used to determine whether the 
experimental or control pupils would be selected first. 
Heads was designated experimental, and tails was desig-
nated control. 
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5. As a result of the coin--flip, the experiment;,gJ. 
pupils were chosen first using a random ;start in a table 
of random numbers (Arkin & Colton, 1950). Two--thirds of 
the lower achieving pupils at each school were selected 
for the experimental group. The remaining_pupils at each 
school were assigned to the control group. 
These selection procedures produced a total exper-
imental group of 108 pupils and a total control group of 
55 pupj_ls. Further investigation of these pupils revealed 
that of the 108 experimental pupils, 18 had received pro-
gramed tutoring in the first grade; and of the 55 control 
pupils, nine had been tutored in the first grade. To avoid 
contamination, these 27 pupils were dropped from consider-
a·bon j_n testing the hypotheses stated j_n Chapter l. These 
27 pupils were, however, considered descriptively in 
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Chapter 4. 
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One test, the Harper & Row Second Year Readiness 
Test (Harper & Row, 1968), was administered for the pur-
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pose of selecting the experimental and control groups. The 
six schools on a classroom group basis by the pupils' 
classroom teachers during the last week of September of 
1970, 
Three tests were administered to measure the 
efi'ects of the programed tutoring technique on the reading 
achievement of lower achieving second grade pupils. The 
Harpcer & Rov1 First Reader Achievement Tec·'t (Harpm:- & Em;, 
1968) and th8 Harper & Row Second Reader Achievmnent Test; 
(Harper & Row, 1968) were employed to measure criterion 
referenced reading achievement. The total raw scores from 
these two tests were added together and us~d as a composite 
to provide adequate range for all pupils in the experi-
mental and control groups. The Cooperative Primary Reading 
Test, Form 23A (Educational Testing Service, 1967) was 
employed to measure normative referenced reading achieve-
ment. Thill test was the California state-mandated reading 
achievement test for second grade pupils. These three 
test3 vJere administered on a classroom group basis by the 
pupils' classroom teachers during the first two weeks of 
May of 1971. 
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One test, The Coloured Progressive Matrices, Sets 
A, Ab, B (Raven, 1965), was administered to stratify the 
second grade lower achieving children on the basis of per-
ceptual reasoning abilj_ty. This test was administered on 
an individual basis to all experimental and control pupils 
by the investigator or his assistant (trained by the in-
vestigator) during the last two weeks of May of 1971. The 
investigator observed the assistant on numerous occasions 
during the testing procedure to insure quality control of 
the results. 
The Harper & Row Second Y8ar ReaCJ:inesc-; 'L'est us8d 
to .select the experimental and control r•.lpj_lfJ is dcls·i.gnecl 
for use at the beginning of the second grade. The stated 
purpose of the test is to identify pupils who are least 
likely to succeed in the Harper & Row second year reading 
program. The test consists of six subtests, each of which 
yields a raw score, and the sum of these raw scores yields 
a total raw score. The six subtests include: word recog-
nition; auditory-visual perception (initial consonants, 
clusters, and digraphs); auditory-visual perception (final 
consonants, clusters, and digraphs) ; auditory--visual per-
ception ( vovJels); relationships; and comprehension 0 The 
total test contains 185 items. Reliability for the test 
was o 98 using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The stand-· 
ars error of measurement for the test was 5.88 (Harper & 
How, 19Gi3), 
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The Harper & Row First Reader Achievement Test used 
as a part of the measure of criterion referenced reading 
achievement is designed for use when pupils have completed 
the lessons in the Harper & Row first reader. The stated 
purpose of the test is to measure how well pupils have 
acquired the understandings and skills taught in the first 
reader, The test consists of five subtests, each of which 
yields a raw score, and the sum of these raw score.s yields 
a total raw score. The five subtests include: word recog-· 
nition; auditory-visual perception (initial consonants, 
clusters,.and digraphs); auditory-visual perception (final 
consonants, clusters, and digraphs); aud~_tory- visu2.l per--
ception (vowels); and comprehension. The totHJ tcest con-
tains 164 items. Reliability for the test was .98 using 
the Kuder-Richardson :Formula 20. 'rhe standard error oi' 
measurement for the test was 3.80 (Harper & Row, 1968). 
The Harper & Row Second Reader Achievement Test 
used as a part of the measure of criterion referenced 
reading achievement is designed for use when pupils ha.ve 
completed the lessons in the Harper & Row second reader. 
The stated purpose of the test is to measure how well the 
pupils have acqu.i.red the understandings and skills taught 
in the second reader. The test consists of seven subtests, 
each of which yields a raw score, and the sum of these raw 
scores yields a total raw score. The seven subtests in-
elude: word recognition; auditory-visual perception (ini-
tic.1.l consonants, clusters, and digraphs); auditory-visual 
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perception (fi.nal consonants, clusters, and digraphs); 
auditory-visual perception (short vowel sounds); auditory-
visual perception (long vowel sounds); word structure 
(syllables) ; and comprehension. 'I'he total test contai.ns 
213 items. Reliability for the test was .98 using the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The standard error of- mea-
surement for the test was 5.43 (Harper & Row, 1968). 
The Cooperative Primary Reading Test, Form 23A, 
used as the measure of normative referenced reading 
achievement is designed for use at grades two and three. 
The test is a general reading achievement test with a vo-
cabulary level geared to that of standarc pri.mary reetd:ing 
programs. The test is not tied to any perbicular inr,·t;ruc:--
tional materials or published vocabulary lists. One of 
the stated purposes_ of the test is to provide teache:cs with 
measures of children's concepts and skills tl1at relate 
closely to their work in the classroom. The test is not 
divided into subtests and yields only a total raw score. 
The total test contains 50 items. Heliability for second 
grade administration of the test was .89 using the Kuder-
Richardson Formula 20. The standard error of measurement 
was 3.09 (Educettional Testing Service, 1967). 
The Coloured Progressive Matrices, Sets A, Ab, B, 
administered to strat.Lfy the population in terms of per-
ceptual reasoning abili. ty are designed for use with young 
chj_ldren and old people, for anthropological studies, and 
for clinical work. This is not a test of general 
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intelligence, but a perceptual test to assess a person's 
capacity for intellectual activity, irrespective of his 
acquired knowledge. The three sets of 12 problems each 
are arranged to assess the chief cognitive processes 
usually within the capability of children under 11 years 
of age, Each of the sets yields a raw score, and the sum 
----'--------,o~-these raw scores yields a total raw score. The test 
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retest reliability for the test wj_ th "normal schoolchild-· 
ren" was .89 with a three month interval, and .86 with a 
six month interval (Raven, 1965). 
Nelson and Edelstein (1963) reported a correlation 
of . 69 between the Progressive Matrices 11nd the Cali forni.a 
Test of Mental Maturity, and suggested t!.ie use of the Pro-·· 
gressive Matr:ices as an additional method of assessing the 
intelligence of children with language and/or cultu:cal 
handicaps. Martin and Wiechers (1954) reported correla-
tions betwee.n the Coloured Progressive Matrices and the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children of .91, .84, and 
.83 for Full Scale, Verbal, and Performance respectively. 
Slightly lower correlations for the Progressive Matrices 
and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children were 
reported by Barratt ll956). He reported correlations of 
.75, .69, and .70 between the Progressive Matrices and the 
Wechsler Total, Verbal, and Performance respectively. 
Barratt also indicated that the .Progressive Matrices cor-
r~lates highest with those tests of the Wechsler Intelli-
gence Scale for Children involving spatial reasoning, 
l 
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__ _j verbal reasoning of a more or less abstract nature, and acquired knowledge. 
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Programed tutoring was a technique designed to 
supplement rather than supplant the classroom teaching of 
----'-------I'&aGI.±-Hg-;--thu-&-i-t~w-as-G-pe-ra-t-e-d---on---a-''-pul-l-ou'G~'-l5asj_s. 'l'he 
pupils in the experimental group were taken out of their 
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classrooms for 20 minutes each day for the tutoring ses-
sions. Fifteen minutes of each session were devoted to 
tutoring, and the remaining five minutes were required 
going to and corning from the tutoring session. The time 
of tutoring was rotated f:com day-to-day to avo.i.d inter·-
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ruptj_on of the same clasm:-oom actj_ vi ty enc.h day. However, 
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the pupils were never taken out of the c~l.assroom readj_ng 
period. The treatment period extended from October 5, 
1970, through April 30, 1971. Variations in individual 
school programs produced minor variations in the actual 
number of tutoring sessions available, and across the six 
schools, the number of available tutoring sessions ranged 
·from 127 to 136. 
No formal randomization procedure was employed to 
assign the pupils to the tutors; however, the assignments 
were made on a chance basis. Each pupil remained with hiS 
assigned tutor throughout the treatment period. 
The tutors were salaried, non-certificated per-
sonnel employed by the Sacramento City Unified School 
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District. ~'he high E;chool ·diploma and poverty status were 
conditions of employment. Applicants indigenous to the 
school communities were given preference by District policy. 
The tutors selected for this experimental program were ex-
perienced, having served as programed tutors is the first 
grade program<;d tutoring program during the previous 
school year. A total of 22 tutors were involved in the 
experimental program. 
The tutors were trained in the use of the programed 
tutoring technique by the Sacramento City Unified School 
District with the assistance of personnel from Indiana 
University. A full-time lcutorj_ng superv:i.soL' was employe(] 
by the District to guide and assist all :::aJarjed GlFLors :Ln 
the Dj.strict. 'l'he tutorf'. in the experim"'ntal program had 
access to this service. 
The programed tutoring technique is fully described 
in the ezperimental edition of the !:!.~!.:l2.~:C-L!i2~ :f!.:Q.gE~~§.3 
~~~2E~~l .!I _IS~~ (Ellson, Barber, Harris, & Adams, 1970). 
The kit contains the Tutor's Guide, the Tutor's Question 
Book, and the Word Analysis Book. The kit was used as a 
supplement to the Harper & Row, Strand I second reader, 
All ~J::tE.2~f'ih ~g§. ::f§.~E, and was designed to teach sight 
reading, comprehension, and word analysi.s ski.lls. These 
ski.lls were divi.ded i.nto subski.lls whi.ch were taught 
through nine programs. The reader is referred to the ki.t 
for a detai.led description of the programs and the pro-
gramed tutori.ng techni.que. 
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Programed tutoring requi.res active learning on the 
part of the child. He is actively engaged in reading and 
reacting to what he readso Each child-progresses at his 
own rate based upon his successes and failures, thus the 
technique provides each child with a special pattern of 
teaching. 
Each program began by presenting the child with a 
reading problem or task. If the child could not solve the 
problem, it was progressively sj_mplified through more in-
formation, hints, or additional context until the child 
"discovered" a solutiono If the child failed to discover 
a solution or "blocked" after ten tria.ls, he wa:c~ taken to 
the next lesson which included materials from t!18 le.sson 
on which he had blocked. This procedure provided for re---
teaching of the unlearned material, and allowed the child 
to progress at the same time. The tutor never provided 
the child a complete solution to a problem_. 
The child's successes were emphasized by praise 
and encouragement, while his failures were ignored in the 
sense that the tutor.did not call attention to errors with 
any obvious action. If a child made an error, the tutor 
simply took him to the next procedure in the program which 
was designed to elicit an appropriate response. The tu-
tor's words and actions were pre--determimed, depending upon 
the child's responses. 
Programed tutoring was systematic teaching with 
each lesson building upon previous lessons with mastery as 
the goal. Teaching time was concentrated where it was 
needed, and time was not spent in teaching what the child 
already knew. 
~g~-~~~~E~~~g~~!-~~~~gg 
This investigation represented a partially ran-
1 
---4,---------,domized, posttest control group design, There was ran 
j domization within, but not acro.ss the six schools. There 
was a pretest, but its function was for selection of the 
sample rather than as a base line for gain scores. Post--
test differences were used to test the hypotheses relating 
to reading achievement. 
Thi.s design was chosen to maximi -',e botl• inLernuJ 
and external validity (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) w:Li,l,i.n 
the restri.ctions imposed on the sampling _proeedurcs. The 
randomization provided the necessary internal controls for 
history, maturation, selection, testing, instrurnentation, 
regre.ssion, and mortality. Pretest result's were used to 
investigate any possible effects of experimental mortal-
ity, The basic fault of this design in terms of external 
validity, pretest effects, was not a matter of concern, as 
the pretest was required for selection of pupils for the 
programed tutoring treatment. Thus, pretesting would be 
a part of implementation of this treatment, and any pos-
sible reactive pretest effects would not limit generaliz-
ation of the findings of the study. 
The schools chosen to participate in this 
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experiment were not chosen from among volunteers. The 
treatment was unobtrusively included as a part of the com-
prehensive compensatory education program provided in these 
schools. This procedure served to control any selection 
bias that might threaten the external validity of the 
study. The treatment, by design, was intended for lower 
achieving pupils, and. the selection of the sample from 
lower achieving pupils did not present a problem in gener-
alizing the results of the study. 
The "pull-out" nature of the treatment wa.s a com-
mon aspect of special programs and services in the ele~-
mentary schools, and as lmch would not c..c-eat;e tJ.ny res.ct.i:ve 
effects. External validity would not bo jeopardized by 
this procedure. 
Despite the restrictions placed on the sampling 
procedures, the design for this investigation provided 
adequate controls for internal and external validity, The 
findings of the study should be generalizable within the 
limitations stated in Chapter 1. 
Each of the hypotheses stated in Chapter 1 was 
restated in the null form and tested by appropriate sta-
tistical tests. Two-tailed tetts were applied in all case~ 
and the level of sigriificar:ce for rejecting the null hy-
potheses was set at .05. Thj_s level of conservatism was 
judged appropriate by the investigator for this initial 
l 
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test of the use of programed tutoring in.reading at the 
second grade level. Ultimately, educational significance, 
as well as statistical significance must guide decisions 
regarding educational practices. 
The nature of the data collected in this investi-
gation required the use of four different statistical tests 
to test the null hypotheses. The following hypothese.s were 
tested by means of a 2X3 factori.al analysis of variance. 
H1 • Lower achieving second grade children from 
low-income areas will demonstrate significantly greater 
criterion referenced reading achievement after one year 
·of programed tutoring in the second gra(}t). tbo.n sirniJar 
second grade children who have not been tutored in tl1 e 
second grade. 
H2 . There will be a difference :Ln criterion ref--
erenced reading achievement among lower achieving second 
grade children of varying perceptual reasoning abilities 
from low-income areas with high perceptual reasoners 
demonstrating significantly greater achievement than 
average and low perceptual reasoners, and average per-
ceptual reasoners demonstrating greater achievement than 
low perceptual reasoners. 
Hlj.. Lower achieving second grade children from 
low-income areas will demonstrate significantly greater 
normative referenced reading achievement after one year 
of programed tutoring in the second grade than similar 
second grade children who have not been tutored in the 
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second grade. 
There will be a difference in normat.ive ref-
erenced read.ing achievement among lower achieving second 
grade children of varying perceptual reasoning abilities 
from low-income areas with high perceptual reasoners 
demonstrating significantly greater achievement than 
average and low perceptual reasoners, and average per-
ceptual reasoners demonstrating greater achievement than 
low perceptual reasoners. 
Separate analyses were carried out for criterion 
referenced reading achievement (Hl and H2) and normative 
referenced reading achie\rement ( H Lf and '-' ' "1_7) (I The paT ad:ir;m 
for these analyses follows: 
· ~':ceatment 
---- ·--. ----------------------
Perceptual 
Reasoning 
Ability 
High 
_Average 
Low 
Experimental Control 
. 
- Dependent 
Variable 
I 
Analysis of covariance was considered for testing 
the hypotheses relating to reading achievement, us.ing the 
pretest (selection test) as the covariate. However, the 
lack of strong linear relationships between the proposed 
covariate and the dependent variables ruled out this meth-
od of analysis. The correlations between the proposed 
covariate and cri teri.on and normative referenced reading 
achievement were .26 and .15 respectively. 
The two remaining hypotheses relative to reading 
achievement are stated below: 
~2 . Lower achieving second grade children from 
low-income areas who possess different perceptual rea-
soning abilities will achieve differentially under the 
?8 
___ ;_ _____ programed tutoring treatment with high perceptual reasoners 
. "1 
1 
who are not tutored ranking higher in criterion referenced 
reading achievement than high perceptual reasoners who are 
tutored, and low perceptual reasoners who are not tutored 
ranking lower in criterion referenced reading achievement 
than low perceptual reasoners who are tutored. 
H6 . Lower achieving second grac':c chLl.dren from 
low--.incorne areas who pos.sess different perceptual res.---
soning abilities will achieve differenti cdly under the 
programed tutoring treatment with high perceptual reasoners 
who are not tutored ranking higher in normative referenced 
reading achievement than high perceptual reasoners who are 
tutored, and low perceptual reasoners who are not tutored 
ranking. lower in normative referenced reading achievement 
than lov1 perceptual reasoners who are tutored. 
These hypotheses were tested by means of separate 
applications of the Mann-Whitney U-test. This procedure 
was employed to test differential effects of the programed 
tutoring treatment for the high and low perceptual rea-
soning groups, The Mann-Whitney U-test waEJ EJelected to 
avoid difficulty with the aEJsumptionEJ required for para-
metric techniques. 
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The seventh hypothesis was tested by means of the 
biserial correlation technique. 
::2 . There will be a significant positive biserial 
correlation between pupil attendance rates and treatment 
for lower achieving second grade children from low-income 
areas. 
The biserial method of correlation was required to 
test the relationship between attendance and treatment as 
the first variable, attendance, was continuous; and the 
second variable, treatment, was f'orced into a dichotomy. 
For the treatment variable, tutoring was assj_gned the value 
one, and no tutoring was asuignod the va:i.ue zrero. 
The eighth hypotheBis was tested Ly mc::n.:E; of the 
tetrachoric correlation technique. 
H8 . There will be a positive significant tetra-
choric correlation between pupil mobility and treatment 
for lower achieving second grade children f'rom low-income 
areas. 
The tetrachoric method of correlation was required 
to test the relationship between mobility and treatment as 
both the variables were continuous and forced into di.chot--
omies. For the mobility variable, mobility was assigned 
a value of zero, and no mobility was assigned a value of 
one. In the case of the treatment variable, tutoring was 
assigned a value of' one, and no tutoring was assigned a 
value of zero. 
In addition to testing the hypotheses stated in 
I 80 
Chapter l, data were collected for the 27 pupils who were 
l 
1 
identified as having been tutored in the first grade. 
These pupils were excluded from the above analyses to avoid 
conta.mination of the second grade tutoring program with 
1 any previous tutoring effects. The data collected for 
I these 27 pupils included test scores on all o.f the_ins_tru.=-~---
1 ments used in the investigation, attendance data, and mo-
--1 
1 
bility data" These data were treated descriptively and 
summarized for inclusion in Chapter 4. 
The results of the statistical analyses described 
above are presented in the following chapter. Brief in-
terpretations follow each of the sets of data rresented. 
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Chapter 4 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Th~Ls chapter present.s the findings of the investi-· 
ga-bon. It is organj_zed into five sections: (a) criterion 
referenced reading achievement, (b) normative referenced 
reading achievement, (c) pupil attendance, (d) pupil mo-
bility, and (e) pupils who were tutored in the first grade. 
In sections a ·- d 1 the relevant research hypotheses are 
stated in the null form, and the results of the statistical 
tests employed to test these hypotheses a:ee reported,. 
Section e presents descr:iptive data relF•tive to the 2'? 
pupils in the original sample who were tutored in the first 
grade during the previous year, and were excluded from the 
statistical analyses. 
Of the 108 pupils selected originally for the pro-
gramed tutoring treatment in the second grade, data re-
garding criterion referenced reading achievement were 
available for 72 pupils. Of the 55 pupils selected orig-
inally for the control group, criterion referenced reading 
achievement data were available for 36 pupils. These 
losses of subjects from the experimental and control groups 
are accounted for in Table l, which also includes the 
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effect of this mortality on the similarity of the experi-
mental and control groups. 
Table l 
Summary of Program Mortality and its Effect on the 
Similarity of the Experimental and Control Groups 
Criterion Referenced Reading Achievement 
Number of Pupils 
Category Experimental Control 
-----·----------- -·· --
Original Sample 
Excluded-_-First· Grade Tutoring 
Transferred from the Schools 
Incomplete Test Data 
108 
18 
14 
LJ. i 
55 
9 
9 
l 
82 
Fi.nal Sample 
------ -------------
72 l 36 ------.--·----~·· ----~-----··--------
-------·------------
Statistic 
Original Sample 
Number of Pupihl 
~1ean Raw Score 
Variance 
Final Sample 
Number of Pupils 
Mean Raw Score 
Variance 
Harper &. Row Second Year 
Readines.s Test 
·--------,----------
Experimental Control 
--+--------·-· 
108 
77.68 
334.22 
72 
77,56 
55 
?8,58 
311.81 
36 
78.61 
32L96 
l 
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I 
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'I'he data pre.sent:ed in Table 1 .indicate that between 
the ti:ce of selecting tho sample and the collect:Lon of the 
th_f~ po~;ttc;;.-;i~. data 7 the OI':lginaJ sampl::~ was reduced by ap-· 
[H'.JY..i mr1 Jy oncJ--tlri.rd, Tb:LE: reduct:Lon was consistent 
~nr:-1:1::_:: ·1} ori_f;·--·t!'".~.-l:.c.) oJ' the original sample, the similarity 
o.f i;he e:x_u,~r:Lr:r,mtal and control groups was generally not 
af.foc.ted .in t·~nn:o of the mean ra.w scores and variances on 
the selection test (pretest). 
'i:'fl;l8 2 prosents a summary of the selection and 
class.i.fication test data for each of the cells in the anal-
·:rite:r-:Lc•r; referenced readi.ng achievement. These data 
dmr:cnctru.te the similarity of the experimenta.l and con--
t:r·oJ grvJp.s :Cor each classi:Cication of perceptual reasoning 
ab"illty" ~'he distribution.s of scores for the experimental 
an•.l control groups on ~'he Coloured Progressive Matrices 
Tests show a wide range of perceptual reasoning abilities 
amo•1g the pupils considered in the study. The control 
groups contaj_ned both the high and low extremes in terms 
of perceptual reasoning abi.li ty, but these j_ndi vi duals 
were not at the extremes on any other measure. Thus, while 
these extreme scores contributed markedly to the variance 
i.n perceptual reasoning, similar effects were not carried 
over to other measures, and the individuals were retained 
in the sample. 
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Table 2 
Summary of Selection and Classification Test Data by Cell 
for Pupils Included in the Analysis of 
Criterion Referenced Reading Achievement 
-
Distribution of Scores Cell S:Lzes, Means, and Variances 
--- -
~ Trre-Colourea 
0 Progressive The Coloured Harper & Row 
·rl 
-P Matrices rrests Progressive Second Year 
oJ Matrices Readiness 0 
·rl Tests Test Cf--i 
·rl Number of [fJ Pupils [fJ 
oJ 
rl Raw ---
0 Score Exp. Con. Statistic Exp. Con. Exp. Con, 
--~-
1 34 
I 33 32 Number of 
31 Pupils 18 ? 18 n ( 
30 
.r:: 29 1 Mean Rav1 QO 28 Score 2LJ .. 4 26.0 ?5 .0 '/'/.1 
·rl 
~ 2? 1 
26 3 Variance 1.9 12.0 ,,-3 2 528.? :.;;; 0 
25 3 2 
---2Li--- -l-t-- ---'2 
23 7 1 
Number of 
22 5 3 Pupils 43 1'/ 43 1? 
(]) 21 10 5 
QO 20 '? 4 ~lean Raw oJ 
H 19 8 I+ Score 19.5 20.3 80.7 82.9 Ql 18 6 1 :> 
~ 17 7 Variance 3.1 1.1 343.1 278.5 
·- ·-
16 3 1 Number of 1'- 4 6 ::> Pupils 11 12 11 12 1<1 . 1 2 
"' 
13 3 2 Mean Raw 0 12 H Score 14.6 14.1 69.6 ?3.3 11 
10 
9 1 Variance 2.3 2.6 460.8 225.6 
--f-------- - \---- . 
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Three hypotheses were stated in Chapter l regarding 
criterion referenced reading achievement. These hypotheses 
were: 
H1 . There will be no significant difference in 
the criterion referenced reading achievement of lower 
achieving second grade children from ln_w-dncom&---a±>e-a-s---ncf-iYeT·----
one year of programed tutoring in the second grade and sim-
ilar second grade children who were not tutored in the 
second grade. 
H2 . There will be no significant difference in.the 
criterion referenced reading achievement of high, average, 
and low percE:ptual r.·easo1:ers among lowe,_· achieving .seco.nd 
grade children from low-income areas. 
H'l, 'PhPre will '[-,e no .s.i_gnificar't' differenr.e :in tbe 
··~·'··· 
critei~on referenced reading achievement ranks of tutored. 
and. non--tutored high perceptual reasoners, and no s:i.gnif--
ican.t d.if.Cerence in the criterion referenced reading 
ac.il.:i_,,, .. ,_,.Jw·c:r..t ranks of tutored and non-tutored low percep·--
'J.'abJ.e .'5 presents summary data relative to the anal-
ysic-i !1JOdcl U.'3E:d to test H1 and H2 . Application of the 
v t0ct (11l:\.rwr, 1971) to these data indicates that the 
-mux 
a.sswnptic,,l oi' homogen:i ety of cell variancG has not been 
violatecL ~-'he data in 'l'able 3 further indicate the need 
for an ana.lysi.s of var:i.ance procedure that is appropriate 
foP unequal, non-proportional cell sizes. 
A least squares analysis of variance procedure was 
I 
' 
j 
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selected from Winer (1971) and applied to the criterion 
referenced reading achievement data. The results of the 
analysis of variance for criterion referenced reading 
achievement are summar:Lzed in Table 4. The data reported 
in Table Li- support rejection of the first hypothesis, but 
fail to reject the second hypothesis. 
Table 3 
Summary of Cell Sizes, Means, and Variances for Analysis 
of Criterion Referenced Reading Achievement 
86 
Harper & Row First Reader & 
Second Reader Achievement 
Tests-Composite Raw Score 
Mean Ilaw Score 
Variance 
-----~-----
oo Average 
>:: 
·rl 
>:: 
0 
UJ 
oJ 
QJ 
p:; 
~I 
oJ 
Number of Pupils 
Mean Raw Score 
Variance 
:::> ----------
+> 
'"" Q) () 
~I 
GJ 
P-i 
Low 
Number of Pupils 
Mean Haw Score 
Variance 
---~---------------1-------------------···----
Experimental Control 
113 
300.33 
892.21 
43 
1540.33 
299.73 
921.95 
7 
27J.86 
2626.59 
---------
17 
287.35 
28_38.98 
12 
278.08 
---- --------· -------~- ---- -------,----· 
t 
l 
- ···--j 
j 
--'] 
Table 4 
Summary o£ Analysi.s of Variance £or Criterion Rei'er<mccd 
Reading Achievement--Harper & Row First Reader & SGcond 
Reader Achievement Tests, Composite Raw Score 
- - -
s ource ss di' MS ]' 
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I 
Treatment (A) 9435.41 l 9435.41 5.73* 
. 
Percept_ua 1_Ji'.GJ.a0GHot·Hg-E-fr' --J:u3"4-;-L+~ 2 
_517.23 .31 
AXB 548.67 2 2?4. 3LJ .1? 
Error 168,004.31 102 1647.10 
·-
*p < .05 
The third hypothesis relative to criterion re.fec:--
enced reading achievement (H,J was teste5 by meons ot the 
:;; 
P1ann-1rllli tney U--test (Haber & Runyon, 1969). Table 5 PJ<>· 
sents the experimental--control compo.si te chstributj_ons oi' 
criterion referenced reading achievement scores and ranks 
£or the hi.gh perceptual reasoners and _the same for the low 
perceptual reasoners, along with the results o£ the Mann-
Whitney U-test, Application of the Mann-Whitney U-test to 
the distributions of ranks yielded U values too high to 
rejGct the third hypothesis. 
Of the three research hypotheses stated in Chapter 
l relative to criterion referenced reading achievement, 
only the first was confirmed. Lower achieving second grade 
children .from low-income areas did demonstrate signifi-
cant1y grea.ter criterion referenced reading achievement 
after one year of programed tutoring in the second grade 
than similar pupils who were not tutored. 
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Table 5 
Distributions of Criterion Referenced Reading Achievement 
Data for High Perceptual Reasoners and Low Perceptual 
Reasoners Showing Ranks and Treatment Condition* 
and Mann-Whitney U-test Results 
--=== - ------~- ·-
Hig!LP_ere_e -P-tUa-1-R&a-seHe£~ 'tuw-Perceptuai 
Score 
194 
238 
243 
245 
258 
259 
264 
275 
277 
278 
280 
283 
287 
295 
315 
318 
321 
324 
326 
329 
331 
335 
338 
3Lf4 
352 
Ra 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
I 
---,-----------
nk Condition 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
c 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
c 
E 
E 
E 
c 
--
Score Rank 
191 1 
237 2 
252 3 
253 4 
262 5 
270 6 
272 7.5 
272 '7 --,r ,J 
. 2?3 9 
274 10 
275 l I - ,J_ 
297 12 
305 1) 
308 lL:-
310 15 
314 16.5 
31Li- 16.5 
316 18 
318 19 
319 20 
323 21 
325 22 
354 23 
-
-
Reasone rs 
Conditio n 
-
c 
c 
E 
E 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
0 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
c 
c 
c 
E 
E 
c 
E 
·--
u = 42 u = 51.5 
I = 
18 
= 7 
----
*E = Experimenta1 (Tutored) 
C = Control (Not Tutored) 
n E = 1J 
nc - 12 
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Of the 108 pupils selected originally for the pro-
gramed tutoring treatment in the second grade, data re-
garding normative referenced reading achievement were 
available for 63 pupils. Of the 55 pupils selected orig-
achievement data were available for 30 pupils. These 
losses of subjects from the experimental and control groups 
are accounted for in Table 6, whi.ch also includes the ef-
feet of this mortality on the similarity of the experi-
mental and control groups. 
The data presented. in 'rable 6 indicate that between 
the time of selecting the sample and the collection oJ the 
norme.tive referenced posttest data, the original sc:mple 
was reduced by approximately LIO%. This reduction was c;on-
sistent across the experimental and control groups. The 
data reported in Table 6 also indicate that despite the 
loss of approximately 40% of the original sample, the 
similarity of the experimental and control groups was gen-
erally not affected in terms of the mean raw scores and 
variances on the selection test (pretest). 
Table 7 presents a summary of the selection and 
classification test data for each of the cells in the anal-
ysis of varia.nce model employed in the analysis of norma-
tive referenced reading·achievement. These data demonstrate 
the similarity of the experi.mental and control groups for 
each classification of ]Jerceptual reasoning abili. ty. The 
Table 6 
Summary of Program Mortality and its Effect on the 
Similarity of the Experimental and Control Groups 
Normative Referenced Reading Achievement 
Number of Pupils 
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Original Sample 
Excluded--First Grade Tutoring 
Transferred from the Schools 
Incomplete Test Data 
Final Sample 
108 
18 
H 
13 
63 
55 
9 
9 
7 
30 
----------------------------------- ·-·---------·-·--------- ------------------------
-----------··----------------------------.. ----------------------...... "-------
Statistic 
. 
Original Sample 
Number of Pupils 
Mean Raw Score 
Variance 
Ha.rper & Rov1 f',econd Ye2,r 
Readiness ~"est 
-------------~-----------
Control Experimental 
-----'~~--------
108 
77.68 
33/j-. 22 
55 
78.58 
311.81 
------------------------------------------~--
Final Sample 
Number of Pupils 
!"'ean Raw Score 
Variance 
63 
77.60 
386.21 
YJ 
78.07 
298.89 
l 
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Table 7 
Summary of Selection and Classification Test Data by Cell 
for Pupils Included in the Analysis of 
Normative Referenced Reading Achievement 
91 
Distribution of Scores Cell Sizes, Means, and Variances 
. 
-
;::1 'rhe Coloured 
0 Progressive 'l'he-Gecl-otrreu- ·Harper & Row 
·rl 
-1-' MB-t-rcicc-e-s-T-e-s-t Year qj Progressive Second 
0 Matrices Readiness 
·rl Test Test 
"-/ 
•rl Number of 
Ul Pupils Ul 
qj 
rl Raw -- --0 Score Exp. Con. Statistic Exp. Con. Exp. Con. 
-- --
34 1 . 
33 
32 Number of 
31 Pupils 16 5 lt) 7 
30 
~ 29 1 Mean Raw 
00 28 Score 24.7 2?.0 77.3 82.0 
·rl 
"' 
27 1 
26 2 Varj_ance 1.2 13.2 312.9 212.8 
25 3 2 
24 4 l 
23 6 
------1----- -
Number of 22 1 3 Pupj_ls 37 14 37 14 QJ 
00 21 10 3 
qj 20 6 3 Mean Ra.w H 
QJ ]g 8 . 4- Score 19.3 20.2 79.8 82.1 :> 18 5 1 ~ 17 7 Variance 1.2 2.2 361.5 321.7 
---
r------ r------·- I-· . 
16 3 1 Number of 15 3 6 Pupils 10 11 10 11 14 1 1 
" 
13 3 2 Mean Raw 0 12 H Score 14.6 14.1 70.0 71.1 11 
10 Variance 1.4 3.1 513.0 179.2 9 1 
I 
I 
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-~~-··-1 
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l 
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distributions of scores for the experimental and control 
groups on The Coloured Progressive Matrices Tests show a 
wide range of perceptual reasoning abi.li.ties among the 
pupils considered in the study. The control groups con-
tained both the high and low extremes in terms of percep-
92 
tual reasoning ability, but these individuals were not_a_t; ____ _ 
perceptual reasoning, similar effects were not carried 
over to other measures, and the individuals were retained 
in the sample. 
Three hypotheses were stated in Chapte}" l regarding 
normative referenced reading aehievement. 'L'r"""''' liypothesi'.s 
were: 
H4_. There will be no signi~fi~eant dii'i e:cence in 
the normative referenced reading achievement of lower 
achieving second grade children from low-income areas after 
one year of programed tutoring in the second grade and sim-
ilar second grade children who were not tutored in the 
second grade. 
~.2· There will be no significant difference in 
the normative referenced reading achievement of high, aver-
age, and low perceptual reasoners among lower acllieving 
second grade children from low-income areas. 
H6 • There will be no significant difference in the 
normative referenced reading achievement ranks of tutored 
and non--tutored high perceptual reasoners, and no 
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signi.ficant di.fference in the normative referenced reading 
achievement ranks of tutored and non-tutored low perceptual 
reasoners. 
Table 8 presents summary data relative to the anal-
ysis of variance model used to test H4 and H5 . Application 
of the Fmax test (\rii.ner, 1971 to thas_e_da-t&-icnM-e-a-tces---tha 
the assumption of homogeniety of cell variance has not been 
violated. The data in Table 8 further indicate the need 
for an analysis of variance procedure that is appropriate 
for unequal, non-proportional cell sizes. 
A least squares analysis of variance procedure was 
selected from Winer (1971) and applj_ed to the normative 
referenced reading achievement data. Tr.~e refml ts of thA 
analysis of variance for normative referenced read:i.ng 
achievement are summarized in Table 9. The data presented 
in Table 9 fail to reject either the fourth or fifth hy-
potheses. 
The third hypothesis relative to normative refer-
enced reading achievement (I-16 ) was tested by means of the 
Mann-Whitney U-test (Haber & Runyon, 1969). Table 10 pre-
sent;s the experimental-control composite distributions of 
normatj_ve referenced reading achievement scores and ranks 
for the high perceptual reasoners and the same for the low 
perceptual reasoners, along with the results of the Mann-
Whitney U-test. Application of the Mann-Whitney U-test to 
the distributions of ranks yielded U values too high to 
reject the sixth hypothesis. 
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Table 8 
Summary of Cell Sizes, Means, and Variances for Analysis 
of Normative Referenced Reacling Ac.h:Levernent 
-
--
- - = --
···-· . --·-~ ·-
Cooperative Pri.mary 
Reading Test 
Statistic Experimental Control 
- ------- -------.. 
High 
Number of Pup:i.ls 16 ,. :J 
I ~ Mean Raw Score 22,19 19.00 ,~ 
·rl I ~-·~ Var:iance 36.6(. 18,80 
·rl 
.0 
~ ----~------- -~--.. ~ -~-0--~-~-~~----· 
OJ) Average ~ 
·rl 
~ Number of Pup:i.ls 0 37 14 
Ul 
qj Mean Raw Score (!) 23.16 23.29 
r:c; 
rl Variance 24,34 36.87 qj 
;:-> 
----~ 
p., 
Low Q) () 
H 
(}) Number of Pup Us 10 ll p., 
Mean Raw Score 22.80 22.55 
Variance L1-0. 56 65.27 
--'------- -~---------l..-
' 
1 
, Table 9 
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Summary of Analysis of Variance for Normative Referenced 
Reading Achievement--Cooperative Primary 
Reading Test, Form 23A 
Source 
'rreatment (A) 
Perceptual Reasoning (B) 2 23,88 .65 
AXB 2 15.80 .43 
Error 3218.66 87 37.00 
--------------.J'-------·L----1------'--·--
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Table 10 
Distributions of Normative Referenced Reading Achievement 
Data for High Perceptual Reasoners and Low Perceptual 
Reasoners Showing Ranks and Treatment Condition* 
and Mann-Whitney U-test Results 
- --
High Perceptual Reasoners Low Perceptual Reasoners 
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Score Rank Condition Score 
-- 1--
10 l E 14 
14 2 c 14 
15 3 E 16 
17 4 c 16 
18 6 E 17 
18 6 E 18 
18 6 c 19 
19 8.5 E 19 
19 8.5 c 20 
20 10 E 21 
21 ll E 22 
22 13 E 22 
22 13 E 23 
22 13 E 23 
23 15 E .23 
2L> 16.5 E 24 
2Li- 16.5 E 2Li-
27 18 c 25 
30 19 E 36 
31 20 E 39 
36 21 E 41 
-----1---- t--· 
u = 23.5 
n E - 16 
nc = 5 
--
*E = Experimental (Tutored) 
C = Control (Not Tutored) 
Rank Condition 
1.5 E 
1.5 c 
3.5 E 
3.5 c 
5 c 
6 c 
?o5 c 
?.5 c 
9 F 
' 10 E 
"ll 5 
-- . E 
11.5 c 
14 c 
JL> E 
14 c 
16.5 E 
16.5_ E 
18 E 
19 c 
20 E 
21 c 
--
u = I+Lj • 5 
nE = 10 
nc = 11 
---
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In reviewing the results of the statistical anal-
yses regarding normative referenced reading achievement, 
no significant differences were identified. Thus, of the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth hypotheses stated in Chapter l 
relative to normative referenced read.ing achievement, none 
was·confirmed. 
l:::lll&L~H~l29:~.r2.<::£ 
Of. the 108 pupils sel~cted originally for the pro: 
gramed tutoring treatment in the second grade, data re-
garding pupil attendance were availa;Jle for 73 pupils. Of 
the 55 pupils selected originally for the control group, 
attendance data were available for 37 pupils, Thef;o da.ta 
were in the form of rates of attendance, that is percent··· 
ages of days attended, 
One hypothesis was stated in Chapter l regarding 
pupil attendance. This hypothesis was: 
~:z· There will be no significant biserial corre-
lation between pupil attendance rates and treatment for 
lower achieving second grade pupils from low-income areas. 
The biserial correlation was chosen because the 
attendance variable was continuous, and the treatment var-
iable wa.s forc-ed into a dichotomy (tutoring ~ l and no 
tutoring ~ 0). Application of tl1e biserial correlation 
procedure to the attendance and treatment data resulted 
in a biserial correlation of .11. This correlation was 
not sufficiently high enough to reject H7, thus the 
I 
-----j 
I 
I 
research hypothesis stated in Chapter 1 regarding the re-
lationshi.p between pupil attendance and treatment was not 
confirmed (Dick & Hagerty, 1971). 
~~£1.U:'!!2~g}_i":.Y. 
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Of the 108 pupils selected originally for the pro-
------+-----:(5-l>amed-t:;utvr:-Lng treatment in the second grade, and the 55 
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pupils selected originally for the control group, 18 exper-
imental and 9 control pupils were excluded from the sta-
tistical analyses due to their having been tutored in the 
first grade. Pupil mobility data were analyzed for the 
remaining 90 experimental and 46 control pupn.s, 
One hypothesis was stated in Charter 1 regarding 
pupil mobility. This hypothesis was: 
H8 • There will be no significant tetrachoric cor-
relation between pupil mobility and treatment for lower 
achieving second grade pupils from low-income areas. 
The tetrachoric correlation was chosen because 
both the pupil mobility and treatment variables were for-
ced into dichotomies. For pupil mobility, mobility was 
assigned the value zero, and no mobility was assigned the 
value one; for treatment, tutoring was assigned the value 
one, and no tutoring was assigned the value zero. 
Application of the tetrachoric correlation pro-
cedure to the pupil mobility and treatment data resulted 
in a tetrachoric correlation of .11. This correlation was 
not sufficiently high to reject H8 , thus the hypothesis 
l j 
--~----~1 j 
~ 
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stated in Chapter l regarding pupil mobj_lity and treatment 
was not confirmed (Dick & Hagerty, 1971). 
~~E~l~-~££_~~f~-~~~2f~~-~~-~Q~-~~f~~-9Es£~ 
After the original experimental and control samples 
had been selected, it was determined that 18 of the exper-
~-~-!-~--:~~--"i~m':'e:'J:'.1 t~a~l":_~a"n-"d~n'Ci'"n~e~oLtl:!@.--eeD-t-ro-1 p upi Is had been tutored in 
the first grade. These pupils were maintained in the pro-l 
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gramed tutoring program and participated in all of the 
te.sting, but were excluded from the analyses relative to 
the hypotheses stated in Chapter lo These pupils were not 
maintained as separate groups representing "two years of 
tutoring" and "tutoring in the first gra:J.e only" en> Vne;1 
were not representative oJ all pupils tutered j_n the first 
grade. '::'hie; was established by the fact tbat they qual-
iJied as low achievers in the second grade, while other 
first grade tutored pupils did not qualifiy as low achiev-
ers in the second grade. 
Descript.i.ve data are reported for these two groups 
of pupils as a matter of information with the hope that 
there may be implications for further study" For the pur-· 
pose of this description, the pupils tutored in both the 
first and second grades are designated Group A; and the 
pupils tutored. in the first grade, but not in the second 
grade are designated Group B. 
Iri October of 1970, Group A consisted of 18 pupils 
and Group B consisted of nine pupils. In May of 1971, 
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Group A contained 13 pupils for a 27.8% mobility rate, and 
Group B contained five pupils for a 41+.4% mobility rate. 
Group A had an average attendance rate of 93.1% compared 
to an average attendance rate of 87.2% for Group B. 
Table 11 presents pretest, criterion referenced, 
and normative referenced reading achievement-te-s-t~dKGa for 
'l'able 11 
Summary Test Data for Pupils Tutored in Both the First 
and Second Grades (Group A) and i_n the 
First Grade Only (Group B) 
. 
-- - -- -·-r-..-: __ ·;:;;:::;-.:":-:;::: ::::::::.:-::-.. :::.:: ."7" 
' CT·-oup A I G.coup B 
Test/Statistic N :·:.< 13 I AT s n - _, 
-----·-- --~- ·--....... ~- -·------~-- -~----'---------------· 
Harper & Row Second Year Readiness 
Test 
-
September, 1970 
Mean Raw Score 82.5 80.8 
Variance 382.5 80.6 
----
Harper & Row First Reader & Second 
Reader Achievement Tests (Composite) 
MA.y, 1971 
Mean Raw Score 295.8 286.0 
Variance 1866.9 28Lf .8 
Cooperative Primary Reading Test 
May, 1971 
Mean Raw Score 22.1 18,5 
Variance 28,4 10,8 
-
. l 
1 
1 
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The data collected for pupils tutored in the first 
gradn and t;utorc~d or not tutored in the second grade showed 
some Hpparent differences from the data collected for· pu-
pile.not tutored in the first grade and tutored or not 
tutored in the second grade. There was a greater disparj_ty 
in attenclance rates between the experimentaLaJ=!G.-een-trut 
tutored in the first grade. Pupils who wer·e tutored in 
the first grade, but not the second demonstrated a higher 
mobili.ty rate than pupils tutored both years, 
Pupils who were tutored both years showed rela-
tively greater normative referenced read[:r;g achievement 
than cri terj_on referenced reading achieve;;:ent \•rhen com·-
pared to the.i.r control group, This pattc:rn wa:'l reversed 
for pupils tutored in the second grade only, as they showed 
relatively greater criterion referenced reading achievement 
than normative referenced reading achievement when compared 
to their control group. 
Of the eight research hypotheses formulated for 
this investigation in Chapter l, only the first was con-
firmed. Lower achieving second grade children from low-
income areas did demonstrate greater criterion referenced 
reading achievement after one year of programed tutoring 
in the second grade than similar second grade pupils who 
were not tutored in the second grade, 
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There were some apparent differences in effects 
of the programed tutoring treatment on pupils who had been 
tutored in the first grade and pupils who had not been tu-
tored in the first grade. These findings are based upon 
observation of the data collected, and have not been con-
firmed by statistical analyses. 
'rhe final chapter of this .study, Chapter 5, pre 
sents the :Lnvestigator' s interpretation of the findings 
reported in this chapter. In addition, the investigator 
offers recommendations for further study based upon the 
findings of this investigation. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter is organized into four major sec-
~ ~~~ 
tions: -:i:-n--tlw-n:rst th-J:>&e-se-ctions, conclusions and inter 
pretations are presented relative to the data reported in 
in Chapter I+ regarding (a) reading achievement, (b) pupil 
attendance, and (c) pupil mobility; on the basis of these 
conclusions and interpretations, the fourth section pre-
sents recommendations for further study o The inveGi;j_gato:c· 
recognized the danger in drawing final eurv;J.us.i .. ons from on'' 
experiment, and urges the reader to observco the same cau--
tion in reading the contents of this chapLero 
R§§gi~g-~SQi~~~~~~! 
The first hypothesis was substantiated, indicating 
that programed tutoring does have a positive impact on the 
criterion referenced reading achievement of lower achieving 
· second grade children from low-income areas" This finding 
is consistent with those regarding first grade children 
reported by Ellson (l969b, l969c), Ellson and associates 
(1965, 1968, 1969a, 1969b, & 1970), the Sacramento City 
Unified School District (1969,1970), and McCleary (1971). 
However, if one considers the matter of educational sig-
nificance, this finding is less encouraging, 
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Although the tutored pupils did score significantly 
higher than the non-tutored pupils on the instruments ern-
ployed to assess criterion referenced reading achievement, 
the absolute difference between the mean raw scores for 
the tutored and non-tutored pupils was reJ.atively small. 
In terms of the mean raw scores, the tu:t.ox~d-'-pu-p~-J:-s scored 
____ _;1,------less thEm 8% higher than the non-tutored pupils, j 
1 
' 
i 
- 1 
-1 
1 
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The criterion referenced instruments used for thiB 
part of the Btudy were developed by the publisher of the 
reading series used in the classroom reading program for 
the purpose of assessing pupil progress in that series 
(Harper & R01v, 1968). In C:lddi ti_on, the l'rogramed tv Loring 
materials were based upon the same readir,s ser:i.e~;, 'PJ-J\UJ, 
even with this close relationship between the classroom 
reading materials, the supplemental tutoring materials, 
. and the criterion measure, the absolute effects of the 
tutoring supplement were minimal, Therefore, while it may 
be concluded that programed tutoring does enhance the cri-
terion referenced reading achievement of lower achieving 
second grade children from low-income areas, it is doubt-
ful that the benefitB justify the expenditure of funds 
required for salaried paraprofessional tutors. 
Closely related to this matter are the findings 
regarding the fourth hypothesis. This hypothesis was not 
confirmed, indicating that programed tutorj_ng has no effect 
on normatj_ve referenced reading achievement for lower 
achieving second grade children from low-income areas, 
I 
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This finding is in agreement with those regarding first 
grade children reported by Ellson :;_:\; §1· (1968) and the 
Sacramento City Unified School District ( 1970), but in 
disagreement with those reported by Ellf:on ( 1969) and the 
Sacramento City Unified School District (1969). 
____ J~----]cei;<ling~W~h~i~l~e~l;· t~~i~s~r~e~c~o~g:n:l:· :z:e:d:that-no-Pm-a-tjye re Ierenc e d 
_ reading achievement instruments measure highly generalized 
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skills rather than the specific instructional objectives 
of a given program (Skager, 1971), it would seem reason-
able to expect that an effective reading program would 
enhance the pupils' facility with those generalized skills. 
This expectation, of course, is based up,:>n the af;sumption 
that there is congruence between the ins t;•:·ucU_onal objec-
ti ves and the generali.zed skills. The feet that the pro-· 
gram tutoring treatment was adapted to the state adopted 
Harper & Row reading se:cies and the Cooperative Primary 
Reading Test used in this part of the study suggests that 
the above assumption was valid. 
The most obvious explanation for the discrepancy 
in the findings relative to criterion and normative ref-· 
erenced reading achievement lies with the question of 
congruence between the instructional content and the cri-
terion measures. However, other explanations are possible 
and worthy of cons:Lderation. One possible explana.tion is 
that of differences in test format. When the instructional 
materials and criterion measur·es are devised by the same 
publisher, the likelihood of children being accustomed to 
I 
I 106 j 
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the test format is much greater than would be expected 
when the instruct:i.onal mater:i.als and criterion measures 
-l 
1 are devised by different publishers. In the latter case, 
test.format becomes a variable along with reading achieve-
men to Symonds ( 1967) has stated, "Other things being equal 
the more common the experiences call_e_d-f'EH'-i:Ir----a:-tes'E are to. 
----~----:------tile rnembers of the group taking the test, the more reliable 
the test (p. 50)." 
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Another possible explanation for the discrepancy 
is a time factor. It is possible that one year is not 
sufficient time for the specific skills measured by the 
criterion referenced inst;:·ument to be tran,'i1<:>"ced into the 
generalized skills measured by the normatJ .. ve referenced 
instrument, The apparent benefits in critc,:cion :ceferenced 
readi.ng achievement may become apparent in normative ref-
erenced reading achi_evement after two or more years. 
The discrepancy in the findings regarding criterion 
referenced and normative referenced reading achievement, 
at this point, supports the argument that programed tutoring 
had limj_ted value as a reading supplement for the pupils con-
sidered in this investigation. These findings, however, 
suggest .that further investigation be considered in this 
area. 
The second, third, fifth, and sixth hypotheses were 
not substantiated, These findings indicate that:. (a) per-
ceptual reasoning abili.ty, as measured by the Coloured 
Progressive Matrices Tests, does not affect reading --=I 
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achievement for lower achieving second grade child.ren from 
low-income areas; and (b) tutored high perceptual reasoners 
and tutored low perceptual reasoners demonstrate similar 
reading achievement patterns relative to their control 
groups. These findings tend to support those reported by 
Carr (1962) and Wollenberg (_l9J28J_,_sug(5eB-t-i-ng--thcrt-tne 
amount of prof.i t from programmed instruction is independent 
of such factors as intelligence and aptitude. 
To conclude that perceptual reasoning ability has 
no effect on reading acbievement is disturbing to the 
investigator, not only from the standpoint of progrs,med 
tu taring, but from the s tcnldpoint of reac:U.ng _ins true LLon 
in general. This conclusjon suggests that perceptual 
reasoning abi.li ty, as a factoc of the car:.+city for intel·--
lectual activity, is insignificant relative to cognitive 
achievement in reading for lower achieving second grade 
children from low-income areas, and contradicts the work 
of other investigators (Jensen, 1967; Nelson& Edelstein, 
1963; Green & Rohwer, 1971). 
The data presented in Chapter "<- also sugge,st that 
under the programed tutoring condition, pupils of varying 
perceptual reasoning abilities tend to perform quite sim-
ilarly in reading achievement; but under the non-tutoring 
condition, they tend to perform differently. This obser-
vation raises the possibility that programed tutoring 
produces a convergence in·reading achievement among pupils 
of varying abilities. While the differences among the high, 
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average, and low perceptual reasoners in reading achieve-
ment were not large enough to be statistically significant, 
it is interesting to note that the high perceptual reason-
ers generally had the lowest mean scores. 
Certainly the above interpretations are subject to 
the alternative explanatiorL-thact-tThe--EhrJ:uurecJ: Progressive 
Matrices Tests used to classify the pupils as high, average, 
or low perceptual reasoners do not measure perceptual rea-
soning abili.ty as purported by the author (Raven, 1965) o 
The term "perceptual reasoning ability" may be incorrect. 
Green and Rohwer (1971) used the Coloured Progressive Ma-
trices as a measure of higher conceptual functioning, re-
qui ring a.bstract figural reasoning; and :•1arti.n and vhecl1er.c3 
(1954) indicated the "matrix" tests have t!Jeir ra.tionalc 
in Spearman's cognitive principles; in order to act intel-
ligently in any situation one requires the necessary 
information and the intellectual capacity :to apprehend 
the situation and draw inferences from what he perceives. 
Green and Ewert (1955) describe the Progressive 
Matrices as, "a test of fairly complex intellectual rea-
soning processes (p. 142)." Thus, while perceptual rea-
soning ability may be improper nomenclature, the descrip-
tions presented above in concert with the correlations of 
the Progressive Matrices and other intelligence tests 
presented in Chapter 3 strongly suggest that the Progressive 
Matrices do measure capacities that should be relevant to 
cognitive achievement. 
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The findings of' this study relative to reading 
achievement suggest to the investigator that programed 
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tutoring in the form employed in this study is of question-
able value for populations of the type considered in the 
study. A number of interrelated factors, in all likeli-
hood, bear on this matter ,_jnc_lud~Qg~i-ndci..-vi--dmr:l pUpll 
differences, program variables, assessment variables, and 
interpersonal relations. The finding.s seem to be hie;hly 
supportive of the position taken by Jensen (1967)" 
Optimal educational results are produced by 
designing instruction in accord with individual 
differences, and this means·something much more 
radical than merely having slow and .fnst tracks 
in school or ,simply allowing some s-;·j·u.dents to take 
more tiJne than others to learn the c:c:J:e amount of 
subject matter, taugl<Jt to all studeLte> J..n. the sawe 
way" The educahonal plight of the U:'_sadvantaged, 
I am convinced, is the result of our not having 
taken .individual differences seriously enough 
(p. '+7). 
Programed tutoring J..n its present form allows pu·-
pils to progress through the same materials at different 
rates, and the technique provides some-latitude in the 
program steps each pupil follows. Bey·ond this, however, 
it does not provide specifically for individual pupil dif-
ferences j_n ·terms of such variables as sex, ability, race, 
language facility, interests, attitudes, family, and other 
out of school factors" The tightly prescribed tutor activ-
ities seem to be in conflict with the notion of individual 
pupJ..l differences, in that all pupils are treated alike 
by the tutors. Cloward (1967), Smith (1971), Erickson 
(1971), Schoeller and Pearson (1970), and Shaver and Nuhn 
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(1971) in reporting on reading tutoring programs with some 
degree of success stress the importance of rapport between 
the tutor and tutee. Tutor training was empbasized,but was 
referenced more toward understanding the child and his 
problems than tightly prescribed instructional techniques. 
restrictions on the tutor's actions, thus creating a human 
machine that the child does not understand. The vJarm inter-
personal relationships considered important in other tu-
taring programs may be thwarted. Opportunities for the 
type of relationships described by Smith (1969) in Chapter 
2 of this study (page 39) are limited, 
Another factor that should be co;:J;"idered .:;_n .Lrcer-· 
preting th.e limited success of programed tutoring .i.,I tl"ds 
study is the cumulative deficit concept. Lower achieving 
second grade pupils have experienced one more year of 
frustration and failure than their first grade counterparts. 
The cumulative effect of this addi ti cmal year may serve to 
mediate the effectiveness of programed tutoring when in-
troduced in the second grade, 
The quality of programming in the programed tu-
toring procedure is an important factor in the effective-
ness of the technique, and should be consi.dered as a 
possible explanation-for the findings of this investiga-
tion, 'fhe research reviewed in Chapter 2 relative to the 
the theory underlying programmed instruction strongly 
suggests that programming variables are interrelated with 
I 
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learner variables, population variables,. subject matter 
variables, and the cognitive levels within a subject matte~ 
'l'hus, in further development of the programed tutoring 
technique, these matters must be given attention. 
One other factor that is a matter of concern to 
the investigator and a possible exp~w.t~Gn-f'or~t;-lle findings 
------+------·O·f-iohe-8-Gudy is the coordination between the supplemental 
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programed tutoring and the classroom reading instruction, 
While the same reading series served as the basis for both 
the tutoring and the classroom reading instruction, close 
coordination between the tutors and classroom teachers was 
not an integral part o.f the program. Tlk f:L:nclingE reported 
by Ni.edermeyer and Ellis (1971) relative Lo tutor.ing "ad 
needed" and closely coordjnated with the elassroom progr8.m, 
and tho.se reported by Klosterman (1970) using a diagnost.io-
structured tutoring program give credence to the matter of 
coordination. 
It .is clear from the findings of this study that 
lower achieving second grade children from low-income areas 
do have abilities that are not tapped by the classroom 
reading program, and IJrogramed· tutoring does not capitalize 
on these abilities. It is evident that some children bene-
fit from programed tutori.ng while others do not, and the 
factors relating to such differential benefits should be 
delineated rather than providi.ng the treatment to all pu-
pils i.n the populati.on considered i.n this investigati.on. 
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The seventh and eighth hypotheses were not con-
firmed. Thus, from the fj_ndings of this study, it may be 
concluded that there is no relationship between programed 
tutoring and pupil attendance, and there is no relation-
population under consideration. 
'J'hese l:elati onships were hypothesized on tbe basis 
of casual observations by individuals previously involved 
with programed tutoring at the first grade level. These 
hypotheses were advanced as a preliminary step to testing 
the effect of programed tutoring on attitHd:L:cwl changes 
on the pa.1:t of pupils and/or their parenh;. Tl;c failure 
to establish these relationships should not be c.onstrued to 
imply that programed tutoring has no effect in the affec-
tive domain. Pupil attendance and mobility are gross 
measures that would not be sensitive to all changes in the 
affective domain. Also, the primary focus of this inves-
tiga.tion was reading achievement, thus the affective do-
main was given limited direct attention. 
A time factor may also be operating with respect to 
changes in the affective domaj_n. Increased cognitive suc-
cess may not be translated into the affective domain imme-
diately, and the effects of programed tutoring in the 
affective areas, if any, may not become apparent within 
the treatment period of one year. 
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1'he data presented i.n Chapter 4 relative to pupils 
tutored in the first grade and either tutored or not tu-
tored in the second grade were not subjected to statis-
tical analyses. However, observation of these data reveals 
a number of differences between tho£e----ptl]rrls tutored in 
----+-----botnthe first and second grades and those tutored in only 
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the first grade, as would be expected" All of these dif-
ferences favor the pupils tutored both years. The two 
year tutees showed higher attendance rates, lower mobility 
rates, and greater reading achievement. 
In terms of reading achievement, i c -~ 
sal in the pattern shown by the pupils tutored only j_.n the 
second grade o The two year tu tees demons !;:::·a ted relati.voly 
greater normative referenced than criterion referenced 
reading achievment when compared to their control group, 
and the pattern for pupils tutored in only the second grade 
was reversed. 
These findings tend to support the time factors 
dj_scussed earlier in this chapter, suggesting that the 
generalized skills assessed by normative referenced in-
struments and changes in the affective domain may develop 
over periods of time longer than_one year. Another pos-
sible explanation is that a treatment period of one year is 
not sufficient. duration to establish the benefits of pro-
gramed tutoring. Cost factors must be considered, however, 
in efforts to extend the treatment period. 
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It should be noted that the above comments are simply 
observations as the data regarding pupi JB tutored in the 
first grade were not subjected to statisti.cal analyses, 
and real differences were not established. The samples 
were small, and these pupils were not representative of 
alJ pupils tutored in the first_g.:c&de-,-· btt-rw·ere-drawn from 
those pupilfl who were least successful in the first grade 
tutoring program. Thus, any conclusions regarding this 
group must be considered carefully. 
Kt::.£2 mm ~Bs"!!.!!i?..D§. __ f.QE_:f.L!cE_l:g~E_§.!:~.Sl 
While the findings of this study offer Uttle 
encouragement for continu.ing programed tutor:Lng as a. sup-· 
plement to reading instructj_on for lower ,-,'.Ollieving i3econd 
grade children from low-income areas, it is not recommertded 
that the procedure be abandoned on the basis of this one 
investigation. The data suggest a number of questions that 
need further exploration, and there is no ·substitute for 
replication to confirm or deny the findings of any gi.ven 
study. 
It is recommended that the tutoring procedures and 
content of the programs be reviewed and modi.fied in light 
of the factors discussed here, and the revised programs and 
procedures be tested with a population similar to that con-
sidered in this study. In connection with the second trial 
of programed tutoring at the second grade level, the eval-
uation plan should include procedures for the ident_ification 
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of pupils who benefit differentially from the treatment, 
and should attempt to isolate the factors responsible for 
such differential benefits. 
It is recommended that data be collected on a 
number of pupil variables such as sex, race, academic abil-
i ty, language facility, intere_s_tE-1-a-t-t-i-tu-d-~family, and 
other out of school factors in an effort to confirm any 
relationships between these variables and programed tu-
to ring. Sim.ilar data should be collected regardj_ng the 
tutors to investigate tutor-pupil relationships. 
It is recommended that -two 81: .,-5J.at.ive procr-edure,s 
be incorporo.ted in the second trial of prog_c-am8d tutox·i ng, 
and that the effects of these procedures be i_nvest.iga ted, 
These procedures are: (a) close coordinat.i_on of the pro--
gramed tutoring supplem~:tlj;_and-the--c-1-assrn-cs-m-re-aifing-
- -----------
program; and ~b) more flexible tutoring procedures whi.ch 
reduce the restrictions on the tutors' actions, allowing 
the tutors to establish closer, more human relationships 
with the tutees during the tutoring se,ssions. Appropriate 
tutor training should be provided. 
It is recommended that the second trial of pro-
gramed tutoring be designed to control for test format to 
provide a more realistic comparison between the rela-tive 
amounts of criterion and normative referenced reading 
achievement. All pupils should receive practi.ce exerci,ses 
relative to the format of the normative referenced instru-
ment usedo 
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lt is recommended that the potential benefits of 
pror,;rwned tutoring in the affective domain be investigated 
more fully. More sensitive measures than attendance and 
mobLLity should be developed and employed to investigate 
poss.ible effects of programed tutoring in the affective 
It is recommended that a larger sample of pupils 
tutored in the first grade be included in a second grade 
tutoring program to investigate the possible benefits of 
two years of tutoring suggested by this study. Thts in-
vestigat.ion should be limited to pupils who qualify for a 
second year of tutoring. In connection -... ;.cth th:i_s rccom---
men dation, it is recommended that foJ.;_ow··'"'P st:udieE: be 
conducted to investigate retention and de:rayed ef.fect:.s of 
the programed tutoring supplement. 
Finally, it is recommended that efforts be con--
tinued and intensified to develop reading instructional 
techniques that will allow each pupil to achieve in a 
manner commensurate with his abilities. This is a recom--
mendation for focus on the learner and what he brings to 
the learning situation, rather than a .fo_cus on more new 
programs and materials. 
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